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DIGITAL GENERATOR CONTROL UNIT FOR 
SYNCHRONOUS BRUSHLESS GENERATOR 

 
Xiangfei Ma 

ABSTRACT 
This thesis focuses on the study, implementation and improvement of a digital 

Generator Control Unit (GCU) for a high-speed synchronous brushless 

generator. The control of variable frequency power system, a preferred candidate 

in More Electric Aircraft (MEA), becomes a big challenge. Compared with 

conventional analog GCU, digital GCU is a future trend due to the properties 

such as easy tuning, modification and no aging.  

Control approaches adopted in the new GCU design is introduced. It has 

multiloop structure and model-based characteristics. Sensorless rotor position 

detection was used to finish Park transformation. 

DSP+FPGA based controller hardware was developed in the lab. A set of 

hardware was designed to implement the control algorithms. VHDL-based 

software was developed for FPGA, which is working as a bridge between DSP 

and peripheral circuits. C-based software was designed to implement control 

algorithm inside DSP.  

A testbed system was developed according to the lab capacity of CPES.  The 

complete load transit responses were tested according to the standard ISO1540 

and EN8420. Good match between simulation and experiment has been 

reached. Compared with benchmark controller, great improvement in both steady 

state and dynamic performance is realized.  

A feasibility of using digital GCU in the next generation aircraft has been proved 

preliminarily. However, the challenge of reliability issues in digital system and 

software still needs further attention. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

As the secondary power in the aircraft, electrical power has become more and 

more of a percentage in the aircraft. Since the early 1990’s, most parties within 

the industry are convinced that the more-electric system systems will offer 

significant benefits to the aircraft in the terms of reliability, maintainability, 

supportability, and operations/support. Weight, volume and a number of 

developments at the components level are also well advanced[1]. This trend will 

increase aircraft electrical power levels, which are already increasing for other 

reasons such as galley loads and more recently in-flight entertainment systems. 

It is not uncommon for galley loads to approach 500 watts per passenger and 

more advanced in-flight entertainment systems to approach 100 watts per seat. A 

future 600-seat A3XX would require the provision of 360kVA of electric power for 

passenger loads alone[2]. According to the development plan of the More 

Electric Aircraft (MEA) defined by the United States Air Force, the power level will 

increase from ~130kW before MEA to multi-mega watt at MEA generation III, 

which started from 1992 and will end at 2012[1]. 

The concept of More/All Electric Aircraft (MEA) is not new and has even been 

considered since World War II. However the concept was not feasible at that time 

due to the lack of large electrical power generation capability and the required 

power conditioning equipment. Thanks to the advances in power electronics 

technologies and electrical machine design technology, the large electrical power 

generation and conditioning is now viable, which makes the concept possible[3]. 

The four main contenders of civil air transport electrical power generation are list 

in the order of present day commonality of use[2]. 
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• Constant frequency integrated drive generator: the most commonly used. 

• Variable speed constant frequency-DC link: used on some B737s and 

MD-90 and IPTN250. 

• Variable frequency: beginning to be used on business jets and possibly 

regional jets. 

• Variable speed constant frequency-Cycloconverter: widely used 

throughout the US military but not yet used in civil. 

Table 1-1 lists a comparison of the in-services or likely reliability of these 

options[2]. 

Candidate 
System 

MTBUR/Channel (hrs) Remarks 

Integrated drive 

generator 
~3000 In-services 

VSCF (DC link) ~4000 In-services 

VSCF 

(Cycloconverter) 
10,000 to 15,000 

Re-packaged military 

technology in civil 

environment 

Variable frequency >20,000 
Based upon existing 

generator technology 

Table 1-1 Reliability comparison of different power generation 
options 

Based on the information provided in Table 1-1, the variable frequency technology 

should be widely used in the future power generation system of aircraft. 

Furthermore, the variable frequency technology exhibits more merits in terms of 

cost and weight[4]. It has been a trend to widely adopt the variable frequency 

technology in all level aircraft from small business to medium and large civil 

aircraft. 
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However during the transfer from constant frequency generation to variable 

frequency generation, there is an important issue to be resolved before we can 

successfully utilize the benefit of variable frequency technology. In the electrical 

power generation system shown in Figure 1-1, the control of the generator is taken 

by a Generator Control Unit (GCU). Usually GCU resides in the aircraft as a 

standalone unit, however in some cases, such as the VSCF, it is collocated with 

the power converter on the engine. From the figure we can clearly see that the 

GCU for CF and VF are running at totally different conditions. The 2:1 speed ratio 

of VF generator imposes a big challenge on the GCU functioning. Conventional 

GCU designed for constant speed application won’t work well at variable speed 

environment. Thus arises a research work for the development of a new type of 

GCU. 

Constant 
Speed 
Drive

Gen2:1 input 
Shaft speed

Gen2:1 input 
Shaft speed

CF
AC
BUS

VF
AC
BUS

DC link Converter

Gen2:1 input 
Shaft speed

CF
AC
BUS

Gen2:1 input 
Shaft speed

Cycloconverter
CF
AC
BUS

GCU

GCU

3Φ ,115Vac,400Hz

3Φ ,115Vac,
380~760Hz

CF IDG

VSCF
Cyclo

VSCF
DC link

VF
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Speed 
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Shaft speed
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AC
BUS
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DC link Converter
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BUS
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BUS

GenGen2:1 input 
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Cycloconverter
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BUS
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BUS

GCUGCU
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380~760Hz

CF IDG

VSCF
Cyclo

VSCF
DC link

VF

 

Figure 1-1 Candidates of electrical power generation system 

Digital control is well recognized for its communication ability, flexibility and 

capability in implementation of nonlinear control. With the advance of the DSP 
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technology and semiconductor technology, the low-cost high-performance DSP 

processor has become a feasible option in the application of digital control. At the 

same time, the wide adoption of digital technology in aircraft, such as 

communication, diagnosis, display, and automatic load management, has 

necessitated the digital control of GCU, which will be incorporated in the whole 

digital system of aircraft and provide more flexibility, capability of diagnosis and 

automatic control than the analog counterpart. 

1.2 Literature review of GCU 

Providing a stable voltage is the basic function of a generator and, therefore the 

first requirement for the GCU. During the past hundred years, the excitation 

control of the generator has evolved from the electromechanical voltage regulator 

with motor-driven rheostats and high-gain rotating exciters at the beginning of the 

last century, to the analog control with the development of solid-state technology 

during past 50 years, and to the fully digital control with the present of 

microprocessor technology during past 20 years.  

1.2.1 Analog GCU 

Until today, most generator controllers still use the magnitude based analog 

control [7]. In the analog world, the most straightforward useful information about 

the generator is just magnitude, although the synchronous generator has its 

vector attribute. So the simplest and most popular way is the voltage regulation 

control based on the magnitude in analog world. Figure 1-2 draws the block 

diagram of a typical magnitude based analog voltage controller, in which Vref is 

the input reference voltage value, Vfd and Ifd are excitation voltage and current 

and VPOF is the voltage at the point of reference. The control algorithm is often 

PID or lead-lag or both. This type of controller has relatively simple configuration 

and is, therefore easier to implement. This can lead to cheaper solutions, 

especially, in the case of analog implementation. However, the tuning of the 
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control is oftentimes time-consuming and tedious. Through careful and proper 

design and tuning, the analog control can have an adequate dynamic 

performance, especially, in the case of large generators and constant frequency 

applications. Large generators tend to have larger inertia and longer time 

constant, and can, therefore tolerate a slower dynamic response. In constant 

frequency applications, the operating point changes within a relatively small 

range such that the analog regulator can be relatively accurate. But in small-

distributed power system with variable frequency application, the simple analog 

controller faces big challenges like small inertia, shorter time constant and large 

operating range. 

PID/
Lead-lag Gen.Power 

Amplifier
Vref VPOFVfd

Ifd

+

-
PID/

Lead-lag Gen.Gen.Power 
Amplifier
Power 
Amplifier

Vref VPOFVfd

Ifd

+

-
 

Figure 1-2 typical analog voltage controller 

The analog control approach has many obvious shortcomings, especially for 

salient-pole generator control[6]: 

• Difficult to deal with air-gap nonlinearity – Due to the intrinsic attribute of 

synchronous generator, the DQ axis must be separated to avoid load 

dependent (air-gap) nonlinearity. The analog control has a one-

dimensional regulator with no provision to deal with the issue.  

• Difficult to deal with magnetization nonlinearity – Magnetization is not 

symmetrical in D and Q axes and the phenomenon is especially important 

to be accounted for correctly in variable frequency applications where the 

flux level varies in a wide range. Again, the analog control cannot 

adequately deal with it. 

• Inflexible to design and difficult to tune – Since the analog control is a 

linear controller, it is difficult to design and tune, given the nonlinear 

behaviors of the synchronous machine. 
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• Poor dynamic performance – Problems shown above all contribute to 

imprecise regulation and poor dynamic response.     

1.2.2 Digital GCU 

The invention of the digital computer is a milestone of technology, which greatly 

changed the world. Since that time, the digital computer or microprocessor has 

applied to many industries where there was an analog world before. As early as 

1970’s, the digital excitation control was proposed[8], but at that time, the 

microprocessor was just at its beginning and it was big, expensive and slow. With 

the rapid development of digital technology predicted by Moore’s rule, the use of 

the digital computer in the heart of excitation control system has become 

economically feasible and technically adequate. 

1.2.2.1 Block diagram comparison with analog GCU[8]  

Figure 1-2 shows a simplied block diagram of a typical analog excitation 

controller wildly used today. Feedback value, usually the output terminal voltage, 

is compared with the specified reference value by an operational amplifier. The 

error or the output of the operational amplifier is processed by the controller, 

magnified by the power amplifier and is provided as the input to the plant. The 

controller block contains various transfer functions that are designed to produce 

expected response output per input signal. In this type of controller, the transfer 

function is implemented by analog electronic circuit such as operational 

amplifiers, resistors and capacitors, which brings difficulties on tuning and some 

aging problems on parameters.  

So with the emergence of low cost high efficiency embedded microprocessors, 

there is a tendency in industry to implement the controller in the microprocessor. 
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Controller Gen.Power 
Amplifier

Vref VPOFVfd

Ifd

+

-
A/D

D/A

Digital

Controller Gen.Gen.Power 
Amplifier

Power 
Amplifier

Vref VPOFVfd

Ifd

+

-
A/DA/D

D/AD/A

Digital
 

Figure 1-3 Typical digital excitation controller[8] 

Figure 1-3 shows a high-level block diagram of a typical digital excitation 

controller. All the blocks inside the dash line are implemented by the digital 

technology, usually microprocessors/DSP. The A/D and D/A converters are the 

interface between the peripheral analog world and the digital brain. The A/D 

block transforms the feedback signals from analog to digital format and then the 

microprocessor takes them as inputs for control. Then, the transfer function will 

produce an output and D/A block transforms this num to an analog voltage or 

current signal. Finally the power amplifier magnifies the signal and injects it to the 

exciter of the generator. In this processing cycle, all the values including 

feedback voltage, reference voltage, parameters of the transfer function etc. 

appear as digital words stored or run inside the memory of microprocessor. All 

the transfer functions consist of a bunch of math equations that run as a series of 

instructions. Unlike resistors, capacitors and operational amplifiers, the digital 

words in the memory won’t have aging and variance problems. Also, due to the 

high computation capacity provided by the modern embedded microprocessor, 

the controller could adopt more sophisticated algorithms and integrate them as a 

whole. This is the main breakthrough between analog and digital controller and 

the main difference between different digital controllers. 

1.2.2.2 Classification of modern digital GCU 

Although the application of high performance microprocessor on the excitation 

controller has made it possible to adopt more sophisticated control algorithm, at 

the beginning stage of the utilization of the microprocessor, the controller is just a 

digital counterpart of the analog controller.  
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Figure 1-4 One loop structure of digital GCU 

From the structure point of view, most of the digital controllers are only using one 

loop structure[9]-[15]. In this kind of control structure, the only closed loop is the 

outer voltage loop shown in Figure 1-4. Though this kind of structure can reach 

the zero error control at a steady state, its simple structure makes it inadequate 

for the higher control requirement, especially for the brushless synchronous 

generator. Then multiloop control structure is proposed in [16] and [17]. [16] adds 

an auxiliary loop to the convectional automatic voltage regulator (AVR) shown in 

Figure 1-5.  
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Figure 1-5 Two loop structure of GCU 

Because the control performance of a conventional AVR varies greatly with the 

generators and load conditions, using this load current feedback compensator 

can account for the influence of the generator load and, obviously improve the 

AVR performance. [17] has an internal excitation current loop plus AVR shown in 

Figure 1-6. The internal loop can try to maintain the specified current value per 

AVR output as close as it can and thus improve the dynamics performance.  
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Figure 1-6 Two loop structure of GCU 

From the controller algorithm point of view, some of digital controllers are just 

simple PID control [10]-[13]. In this kind of controller, the algorithm is just a digital 

counterpart of analog PID, though some ([10], [12]) use direct design of PID at Z-

domain. There is no obvious advantage to the analog PID. Because they omit the 

vector property of synchronous generator, the control cannot utilize all 

information the system provides. At [16] and [17], the control uses the vector 

attribute of synchronous generator, which fully utilizes the high capacity of 

microprocessor and displays obvious advantages over the analog controller. In 

addition, new algorithms like fuzzy logic, adaptive control and genetic algorithm 

([14], [15], [18], [19], [20] and [21]) are widely adopted.  

1.2.2.3  Benefits of digital GCU[8] 

Obviously, digital system is relatively immune to the component value variance 

and the problem related with aging and temperature drift. The digital GCU 

implements the control algorithm inside the microprocessor instead of operational 

amplifiers, resistors and capacitors in analog GCU. Once the outside signal is 

digitized, they are fixed and immune to the variance, whatever the source. Also 

digital GCU can provide much more information and control aspects than an 

analog one. Due to the rapidly developing microprocessor technology, the 

computation capability has become stronger and stronger and thus makes it 

possible to incorporate more system signals and more complicated control 

algorithm. The controller now can monitor more signals, like output voltage, 

current, excitation voltage, current and speed and apply various algorithms on 
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different objects. Because of digits attribute, the change of control parameters is 

just a new type of value and the system becomes easy and fast to tune. Except 

for the control performance itself, the digital GCU can provide more functionality. 

Some features like self-test, system test, system security and offline setup 

become feasible in a digital era. 

1.3 Review of the Development of Digital Signal Processor 

Due to its high capability to handle large-scale mathematic calculations, fast 

operating speed and interrupt driven response, the digital signal processor has 

been widely used in the motor control, inverter, converter and many embedded 

systems from the first day of its appearance.  

Thanks to the advances in semiconductor technology, the cost of DSP continues 

to drop while the performance keeps rising, as shown in Table 1-2 [42]. As the 

process technology advances, the trend will continue.  

Table 1-2 Two decades of DSP market integration (typical DSP figures) 

 1982 1992 2002 

Die Size (mm) 50 50 50 

Technology Size 

(Microns) 
3 0.8 0.18 

MIPS 5 40 5,000 

MHz 20 80 500 

RAM (Words) 144 1,000 16,000 

ROM (Words) 1,500 4,000 64,000 

Power dissipation 

(mW/MIPS) 
150 12.5 0.1 

Transistors 50,000 500,000 5 million 

Price (dollars) 150 15 1.50 
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1.4 Objective of thesis 

This thesis is trying to show the development of a typical digital GCU applied to a 

brushless high-speed synchronous generator. The thesis contains the objective 

of the GCU development, control algorithm, hardware design and software 

implementation.  

1.5 Thesis organization  

Chapter 1 is the introduction to the thesis beginning with the background, 

showing the necessity of developing the next generation of GCU, and then 

coming up with the literature review of GCU, including analog and digital ones, 

review of DSP, thesis objective and organization. 

The second chapter is about control algorithm. We start from the objective of the 

new type GCU, and then introduce the whole system and the control algorithm 

development process. We also talk about system limitation and the sensorless 

rotor position detection algorithm. 

Chapter 3 is about the experiment setup and system test. In the beginning we 

define a scaled-down test system and then we go on to discuss the detailed 

hardware design and software implementation.  

Based on the algorithm, hardware and software development above, the test 

system is ready to go. The results of all the systems are shown in chapter 4. 

Based on the different test cases, we compare the performance of different type 

of controllers. 

Some discussion and suggestions for the future work is presented in the last 

chapter. 
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2 CONTROL ALGORITHMS DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Introduction of the system  

Before we start the discussion of the control algorithms development, we’d better 

have a clear understanding about the control object itself and some industry 

standards governing this area. 

2.1.1 Objective of this digital GCU 

2.1.1.1 Brushless Excitation System for Synchronous Generator 

Conventionally, commutator, collector rings and brushes are the usual ways to 

supply direct current to the fields of synchronous machines. However, for some 

severe environments such as aircraft, this kind of mechanical connection is not 

good in terms of reliability. The three-stage brushless excitation system can 

eliminate such mechanical connection. A Permanent Magnetic Generator, an ac 

exciter, and a rotating rectifier are mounted on the same shaft as the field of the 

main AC generator. Figure 2-1 shows the mechanical and electrical connection of 

the brushless synchronous generator[21]. The permanent magnet generator has 

a stationary armature and a rotating permanent magnet field. It feeds three-

phase power to a DC/DC regulator, which provides regulated DC power to the 

stationary field of a rotating-armature AC exciter. The output of the AC exciter is 

rectified by diodes and delivered to the rotating field of the main generator. 

Through the magnetic coupling between the field and armature, this type of 

excitation system gets rid of mechanical connection. It has been used extensively 

in the smaller generation system adopted in the aircraft where reduced air 

pressure intensifies problems of brush deterioration. 
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Figure 2-1 Brushless excitation system 

2.1.1.2 Control requirement 

Figure 2-2 shows the variable frequency generator system under consideration. 

The basic function and requirement for the GCU is to maintain the given voltage 

at a constant level in the point of reference (POR) under various load and speed 

conditions. The voltage control is accomplished through adjusting the input 

current fed into the auxiliary exciter that controls the excitation of the main 

generator. The input current of the auxiliary exciter is controlled through a DC-DC 

converter, as shown in Figure 2-2, while the command comes from the controller. 

In the case of the variable frequency system, the control must take into account 

the effect of the variable speeds on the voltages of all three machines and their 

impact on excitations. 
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Figure 2-2Three-Stage Generator System with Load and GCU[4]  

Table 2-1 summarizes the inputs for the controller, the system parameters, and 

the control performance requirement. Note that the current limit corresponds to 

the control function under overcurrent conditions (e.g., overload or short circuit), 

and the voltage limit corresponds to the control function dealing with the phase 

overvoltage under unbalanced load or transit conditions. 
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Controller 
Input 

• Three phase generator output voltage V1, V2, V3 and 
current I1, I2, I3 at POR 

• PMG three-phase terminal voltage and output current 
• Auxiliary exciter field winding current and voltage 

(DC-DC converter output current and voltage) 
• Start/stop command from higher level 

System 
Parameters 

• Nominal power: 150 kVA 
• Output phase/line voltage: 115V/200V 
• Power factor: 0.75(lag) and 0.95(lead) 
• Output frequency: 370 Hz to 770 Hz (11000 RPM to 

23100 RPM) 
• Overload: 180kVA for 5 min. and 240 kVA for 5 sec. 

Control 
Performance 
Requirement 

• Maintain output voltage per ISO Standard 1540 
(Airbus Std ABD100) 

• Current and voltage limit functions 

Table 2-1 Control System Specification[4]  

As we discussed in chapter 1, the most popular GCU of the day is an analog one 

based on the scalar control algorithm that regulates the voltage by the 

information provided by the magnitude only. The scalar control has simple 

structure but suffers from its inability to account for the vector nature of the three-

phase AC voltage of synchronous machines. It also cannot properly consider the 

nonlinearity inherent in the system due to saliency and magnetization, which is a 

more important issue under the variable frequency conditions. It is desirable to 

have a more advanced solution for the new GCU that can improve the system’s 

dynamic performance. 

The objective of this new type GCU is to develop a prototype digital generator 

controller that works under variable frequency condition and meets the 

requirement, as specified in Table 2-1 for the brushless synchronous generator 

system shown in Figure 2-2. More specifically, 

• The controller must meet the voltage regulation performance requirement, 

and must be able to deal with limiting and abnormal current and voltage 

conditions as specified in ISO standard 1540.  
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• The controller must be a fully digital one based on the advanced DSP 

control system. 

• The controller must be experimentally tested and characterized on the 

scaled-down test system at CPES and with the final system test for the 

large power rating system. 

2.1.1.3 Introduction of related standard[7] 

ISO1540 is an international standard set by the International Organization for 

Standardization. This standard defines the characteristics of electrical systems 

on the aircraft. It has several chapters covering the characteristics of constant 

frequency AC power system, variable frequency AC power system and DC 

power system. It also contains those aspects of utilization equipments, which 

may adversely affect the characteristics of electrical power supplied to other 

equipment. Its purpose is to achieve compatibility between airborne utilization 

equipment and aircraft electrical power supplies. For our application, we deal 

with the variable frequency AC power system. Thus we only care about the 

specifications of the aircraft AC electrical power supplies related to the output 

voltage regulation. For simplicity, here we just cite some useful tables and figures 

related with the function of GCU. 

For the electrical system employed in the aircraft, there are three operation 

modes during the flight. The first one is a normal system operation mode that 

deals with the various intended operations during the period at no fault state such 

as switching of utilization equipment, engine speed change and busbar 

switching. The other two are abnormal and emergency system operation modes. 

These two operations arise when some faults happen on the electrical system or 

the main power source doesn’t work properly. Here we just deal with the normal 

system operation. Table 2-2 lists some voltage requirements for the power 

system. 
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A.C. Equipment Main System (V) 

Power source busbar voltage 112 to 118 

Volt drop -4, +0 

Normal steady-state limits 108 to 118 

U-V and O-V trip band limits -10 to 14 

Table 2-2 Derivation of AC Voltage Limits[7] 

The standard also defines some transient specification of variable frequency AC 

power system. Although the frequency range of this system in the standard is not 

the same with our case, we still use it as a rule we should obey. In Figure 2-3, 

the top and bottom limits apply when switching loads from 5% up to 85% and 

down to 5% of power system capacity. 

 

Figure 2-3 Envelop of step-function for AC surges (variable frequency 
systems)[7] 
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2.1.2 Model of synchronous generator 

Now it is time to introduce the system model in order to get a good control 

algorithm. In this generator system we actually have to control two synchronous 

generators, which are the exciter generator and main generator; plus the diode 

rectifier connecting the armature of the exciter generator and the field of the main 

generator. Typical synchronous generator models have been described in [22]. 
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Figure 2-4 Rotor and stator winding distribution 
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Figure 2-5 Equivalent circuit of synchronous machines 

Figure 2-4 shows a typical 2-pole, 3-phase, wye-connected synchronous 

generator. The stator windings are displaced 120° between each phase. It is 

assumed that all stator windings are sinusoidlly distributed. Each phase has 

resistance sr  and equivalent sN  turns. The rotor has one field winding and two 

damping windings aligned with both D and Q axis. The field winding can be 

represented by the resistance fdr  plus equivalent fdN  turns. The two 

perpendicular damping windings, dk  and qk , are equal to resistance kdr  and kqr , 

with equivalent kdN  and kqN  turns respectively. The direct axis ( d  axis) is the 

magnetic axis of fd  and kd  windings and the quadrature axis ( q  axis) is aligned 

with the magnetic axis of the kq  winding. Figure 2-5 is the equivalent electrical 

circuit of the synchronous machines. Since we study the generation state of the 

synchronous machines, we assume the positive direction of stator current is out 

of the terminals for the convenient description and the positive direction of rotor 

current is into the terminals. With this convention the voltage equations in 

machines variables can be expressed in the matrix form as 

abcsabcssabcs pirv λ+−=                                    (2-1) 

qdrqdrrqdr pirv λ+=                                        (2-2) 
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Where  

=abcsv  asv[  bsv  T
csv ]                                  ( 2-3)  

ss rdiagr [=  sr  ]sr                                      ( 2-4) 

=abcsi  asi[  bsi  T
csi ]                                     ( 2-5)  

=abcsλ  asλ[  bsλ  T
cs ]λ                                 ( 2-6)  

=qdrv  kqv[  fdv  T
kdv ]                                  ( 2-7)  

kqr rdiagr [=  fdr  ]kdr                                   ( 2-8)  

=qdri  kqi[  fdi  T
kdi ]                                     ( 2-9)  

=qdrλ  kqλ[  fdλ  T
kd ]λ                                ( 2-10)  

In the above equations s  and r  subscripts denote variables associated with the 

stator and rotor windings respectively. 

Now we need transform 2-1 and 2-2 based on stationary circuit variables to 

equations in rotor reference-frame variables (Park’s transformation) 

Applying the Park’s transformation matrix to the two equations mentioned above 
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T             ( 2-11) 

Then we can get the following equations 

sqddqsrsqdssqd pirv 000 λλω ++−=               ( 2-12) 
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qdrqdrrqdr pirv ''' λ+=                                    ( 2-13) 

Rewrite these two equations in expanded form as following 
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                           ( 2-14)  
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                                    ( 2-15) 

Since our object is a balanced three-phase system in the form 
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                            ( 2-16) 

Apply the 2-16 to 2-14, we can get a five-order machines model used in this 

study. 
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                          ( 2-17) 

The equivalent circuit of a three-phase synchronous generator, of which the 

model is shown by 2-17, can be displayed in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6 Equivalent circuit of a three-phase synchronous generator 

2.1.3 Model of diode rectifier[23] 

The three-phase diode rectifier connects the output of the exciter armature 

winding and the field winding of the main generator. In the control object, it plays 

an important role. Before the control algorithms development, it is essential to 

understand its model. With today’s computer capability, it is not difficult to 

simulate the diode rectifier by a switching model. However, for the compatibility 

with the average model of the synchronous generator, it is better to use an 

average model of the diode rectifier. Meanwhile, it is not the main concern of 

users to know all the information contained in the switching model, since it has 

little impact on the dynamic response. Also, for the sake of small signal analysis, 

an average model is needed instead of a switching model. A lot of average 

models have been developed for the reasons mentioned above in [23], [24]. 
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Figure 2-7 Block diagram of the diode rectifier average model 
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Figure 2-8 system space vector diagram 

Figure 2-7 is the block diagram of the average model. It shows the relationship 

between the AC components in the d-q coordinates and DC magnitude at the 

rectifier output. All the expressions defining voltage and current sources are 

shown in Figure 2-8. Here we assume the average value of rectified output is 

proportional to the fundamental harmonics of the input AC variables. Angle φ  
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represents the phase displacement between the fundamental harmonic of AC 

voltage and current, and angle δ  is the synchronous generator rotor angle. Then 

Figure 2-8 could be expressed in the following equations:  
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               ( 2-18) 

Where vk , ik and φ  are the parameters to represent the effects of the non-ideal 

diode rectification. 2-18 can be used to define the dc-link voltage source and the 

generator load current sources in Figure 2-7. dcqdqd viivv ))))) ,,,,  and dci
)

 can be 

obtained through switching model simulations. Then vk , ik and φ  could be 

calculated by 2-18. 

2.2 Control algorithm design  

2.2.1 Literature review  

The basic concept behind the controller is to use the machine dynamical model 

in the controller structure.  

In [31], a vector controller adopting synchronous machine model has been 

proposed for the synchronous motors. Unlike the traditional control of AC 

machines which use two separate PI controllers and has strong cross-coupling 

between the d-q axis and needs experimentally tuning of PI coefficients, the 

Internal Model Control (IMC) can make d-q decoupling less sensitive to 

parameter variations and be tuned by using specified system performance only.  
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Figure 2-9 IMC structure 

Figure 2-9 shows the structure of IMC. The IMC uses an internal model )(ˆ sG  in 

parallel with the controlled system (plant) )(sG . The control loop is augmented by 

a block )(sC , the so-called IMC controller. Through proper design of )(sC , IMC 

can provide decoupling superior to PI control and the controller parameters can 

be expressed directly in the machine parameters, which leads to ease of 

implementation. 

For voltage regulation of generator control, modern Automatic Voltage Regulator 

(AVR) employing conventional, fixed parameter compensators is able to provide 

good steady state voltage regulation and fast dynamic response to disturbances. 

However, AVR suffers from the considerable variations in voltage control 

performance when the generator operating conditions change greatly. For a 

conventional AVR, it is difficult or even impossible to design a fixed parameter 

AVR that can provide acceptable voltage control performance over the desired 

wide range of generator and system conditions[30]. Some self-adaptive control 

schemes, capable of adjusting excitation controller parameters during operation, 

have been proposed in an attempt to overcome the problems mentioned 

above[27], [28]. However, such adaptive schemes put a large computation 

burden on the processor and limit the control performance due to the conflict of 

good control performance and good parameter estimation[29]  

The generator can be modeled by the following transfer functions[30] 
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While the terminal voltage is give by 

22
qdt EEE +=                                ( 2-20) 

Applied a small variations on 2-20, we get 
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Combining 2-20 and 2-21, we can get 
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Through the observation of generator standard models above, we can see that 

the voltage dynamic performance characteristics of a generator involve the deep 

influence of the load current except for excitation voltage. This makes it difficult to 

design the compensation of AVR loop for different conditions, since the 

conventional AVR scheme doesn’t take into account the stator current variations 

and utilizes only the terminal voltage error for voltage adjustment.  

Obviously, if we can develop an additional control loop employing d-q axis 

current to compensate dynamically for the load current variations of the 

generator, the AVR control loop will be presented with an effectively fixed 

dynamic response characteristic over the wide operating range[30]. 
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2.2.2 Controller Structure 

As we discussed in the last section, there are a lot of ways to improve the control 

performance from the different point of view. So our controller will be a multiloop 

controller, which maximally utilizes the information of system model and caters 

different operating conditions. Figure 2-10 is the final controller designed for this 

GCU, which contains excitation current loop, load current compensation loop and 

outer voltage regulation loop. In the next several sections, we will present each 

control loop one by one. 
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Figure 2-10 Block diagram of the proposed controller 

2.2.3 Exciter field current control loop design 
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Figure 2-11 exi  control loop 

An internal feedback loop is used to control the exciter field current, shown as a 

green block in Figure 2-11. This control loop borrows the concept from the IMC 

mentioned above. Its purpose is to get the largest possible gain and bandwidth 
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on the exciter field current. One zero of the controller cancels the pole of the 

exciter filed winding, which is lag component. One pole is placed at a relatively 

high frequency to give the control loop proper bandwidth and stability margin. 

Transfer function of the exi  control loop is presented in 2-23. 

( )
1

1
)(

+
+

=
pex

efex
exei s

LRs
RKsG

ex ω
                 ( 2-23) 

Where exR , efL  are the exciter field winding resistance and inductance, pexω  is 
the pole that sets the bandwidth and the DC gain of the loop. In the selection of 

pexω  and eK , it is good to make pexω  ten times larger than the controller zero and 
select eK  to have a good stability margin. Theoretically, given a large enough eK , 
the exciter current should be equal to the command current from the previous 
loops, EXrefi . However, in the application, this assumption will have some 
limitations that will be discussed in chapter 4. 

2.2.4 Outer voltage regulation loop design 

An AVR located in the outer loop is essential to providing the basic zero error 

voltage regulation. The transfer function of this controller is a lead-lag plus 

integrator. The zero and pole are determined by the machine model and refined 

after frequency domain analysis of a linearized system model for the sake of 

better gain and phase margins. Figure 2-12 shows how the controller parameters 

are related with the machine model. 
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Figure 2-12 Voltage regulation loop 

After we simplify the above blocks and extract the main features from it, we can 

get the following equation 
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Based on a linearized machines model, we can analyze the stability of the 

system with controller presented above. Here for better gain and phase margin, 

we modify 2-24 to: 
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Except for the above transfer function, an integrator is adopted to cancel the 

steady state error. We can see the gain of the controller is adapted in inverse 

proportion to the square of the speed. This is a target feature of this controller 

since the machine is running at a large speed range. With adaptation to the 

speed, we can dynamically change the controller gain to accommodate the 

saturation on field winding at low speed. 

2.2.5 Load current compensation loop design 

As we discussed in the literature review, an additional load current compensation 

loop has the potential to greatly improve the control performance compared with 

only the AVR loop. Here we realize this concept by adopting a di  loop to 

compensate for different loading conditions. This loop will change the excitation 

current requirement based on the magnitude and phase of the load current 

following 2-22. From the excitation current to the load current, there are three 

stages, which are exciter, diode rectifier and main generator. We will explain 

each stage one by one.  

The effect of the d-axis load current on the excitation current of the main 

generator is give by the following transfer function: 
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Based on the rectifier model, the relationship of the rectifier DC output current 

and AC input current could be expressed  
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k
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i −=                                 ( 2-27)  

Where the DC current is the field current of the main generator and the AC 

current is the d-q components of the exciter armature current, which can be 

easily understood from Figure 2-1. 

Because the effect of load current on the excitation control depends more directly 

on the d-axis of the armature current than q-axis, and also for values of ik  close 

to unit, the exciter armature current component di  can be approximately 

expressed as the absolute value of the DC current. 
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Figure 2-13 Block diagram of the load current di  loop 

Figure 2-13 is the three-block loop controller of load current di . The first one is 

)(sGidex  with the sign function to provide the absolute value. The second block 

represents the effect of the exciter field current. A low pass filter with a relatively 

low frequency pole is the third bock, which causes a delay in the back-emf 

compensation. In this way the period of diode freewheeling is reduced. This pole 
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is placed at the same pole with the one given by the main field winding in order to 

follow an evolution similar to the exciter field. 

2.2.6 System limitation on control performance 

In the above three sections, we introduced the design of each control loop. All 

the control loops are dedicated to maintain steady state voltage and expedite the 

transit process. However, through the study of the whole machine, we found an 

intrinsic limitation of system imposed on the control performance. 

Figure 2-14 is the schematic of the diode rectifier connecting the armature of 

exciter and field winding of the main generator. 
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Figure 2-14 Diode rectifier and main generator field winding 

This circuit could be expressed by: 

( ) mddlfdfdfdfd sLiLsriv −′+′′=′                ( 2-28) 

Where fdv'  and fdi'  are the field voltage and current of the main generator, lfdL' , 

fdr '  and mdL  are the parameters of the main generator field winding and di  is the 

armature current.  
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From 2-28, we can see a large change on di  could create a voltage larger then 

the rectifier output voltage. During this period, all diodes are directly polarized, 

which applies no voltage to the generator field. Any effort to change the exciter 

field and armature has no impact on the field of the main generator and the 

output voltage, since they are self-powered. We call this period the freewheeling 

mode, which prevents any controlling effect of the controller, thereby making the 

system uncontrollable. Figure 2-15 shows the transit of rectifier output voltage and 

back-emf when a sudden load changes from 0% to 100%. 
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Figure 2-15 Freewheeling mode of diode rectifier (red: back-
emf, blue: exv ) 

2.3 Sensorless rotor position detection algorithm 

In last section, we introduced a model-based control algorithm for voltage 

regulator of a synchronous generator. As is shown in load current compensation 

loop, we need the absolute angle of generator rotor for d-q axis decomposition. 

Due to the complexity and reliability issue of an absolute encoder, sensorless 

rotor position detection is preferred. In Figure 2-1, we explained the whole 
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generator structure. Among these three machines, PMG has simple structure 

and fixed parameters, which makes it a best source for position sensing. 

2.3.1 Literature review 

There are a lot of methods proposed for the rotor position detection of permanent 

magnet motors, which can be divided into two main categories based on the 

working principles: reluctance techniques[34] and state observers[35]. Our 

application is more suitable for state observer detection based on the estimation 

of the back-emf directly related to the rotor field. Three possible ways will be 

evaluated in the next few sections.  

The use of a sliding mode observer[39] plus an extended Kalman filter[38] in the 

detection of the rotor position is analyzed in [36], [37]. Rotor position detection in 

a PM motor by the calculation of flux linkage was proposed in [40]. Another 

different approach is achieved by using the machine model in the d-q 

coordinates[32]. 

2.3.2 Introduction of three different algorithms[32] 

2.3.2.1 Sliding mode observer and extended Kalman filter[37] [32] 

This detection algorithm proposed is based on the machine model in the αβο  

reference frame. The machine model of permanent magnet motor is expressed 

below: 
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                      ( 2-29) 

Where the rotor position can be calculated as the angle created by the α  and β  

components of the back emf 
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The two back-emf αe  and βe  are estimated by the SMO and then Kalman filter is 

used to estimate the first harmonic of the variables, αê  and βê . Figure 2-16 shows 

the block diagram of this algorithm. 
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Figure 2-16 Block diagram of the SMO+EKF detection 
algorithm[32] 

2.3.2.2 Flux linkage[40],[32] 

This algorithm is based on the direct relation between the machine back-emf and 

the rotor position. The machine back-emf is a function of the rotor position and 

speed and also flux linkage change rate. 
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Where )(θef  is the spatial distribution of the back-emf in the machine, which can 

be determined from the spatial distribution of the magnetic flux. Solving Equation 

2-32, we can get: 
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For better estimation and less sensitive to noise, the three phase measurements 

are averaged in calculation. 
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Here the change of flux linkage ψΔ  is calculated from the following equation. 

( ) iLtiRv Δ⋅+Δ⋅−−=ΔΨ                   ( 2-34) 

2.3.2.3 Rotor position estimation in rotating coordinates[41] [32] 

This method is based on the machine model in d-q axis. An observer is built on 

an auxiliary rotating frame, δγ −  aligned with the estimated rotor position. 
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And 
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The error θΔ  is the difference between the real rotor angle θ  and the estimated 

angle cθ . Calculating the voltage difference between the γ -axis components of 

2-35 and 2-36 and neglecting the small difference between ω  and cω , 

θθγγγ Δ−=−=Δ sineM kvvv &                   ( 2-37) 

When the angle difference is small, it could be changed to 

θθγ Δ−≅Δ ekv &                                 ( 2-38) 
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This difference is used to correct the angle estimation: If Δvγ>0, (Δθ<0) then θc 

should be decreased, but if Δvγ<0, (Δθ>0) then θc should be increased.  
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3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
In Chapter 2, we discussed the control requirement and the system parameters. 

Since the target system has a very large power rating, a full-scale test is not 

feasible due to the lab limitation of CPES. By working together with a prototype 

controller hardware set designed in CPES, a scaled-down test system is 

constructed to test the control algorithm and to verify its functionality and 

performance. However, a full power-rating test is a plus to qualify the real control 

performance of the developed digital GCU at operating conditions. 

3.1 The testbed system 

Due to the limitation of the mechanical power source, a three-phase synchronous 

generator with the power rating at 30kW/40kVA is used instead of 120/150 kVA. 

This machine has the structure shown in Figure 2-1. 

3.1.1 Dynamometer 

Gen Motor Encoder

Base
Rigid

Coupler

Flexible
Coupler  

Figure 3-1 Dynamometer Setup 

Figure 3-1 shows the dynamometer setup used in this test system. The left side is 

the generator we will control. Through a rigid coupler, the generator is driven by 
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the right side motor. Since the working speed of the generator is within the range 

from 9000rpm to 16000rpm and the power rating is 30kW, the driving motor 

should meet this requirement as close as possible. A high-speed induction motor 

designed by GE for the electrical vehicle has parameters very close to our 

requirements. It is a three-phase two-pole induction machine and Figure 3-2 

shows the torque –speed envelope of the motor. From this figure we can see that 

the motor can run up to 20000rpm and11kW and can reach almost the largest 

power output starting from 9000rpm. All the speed information can match the 

controlled generator and the power is very close. 
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Figure 3-2 Torque, speed curve of the motor 

Since the motor is working as a mechanical source of the generator at a variable 

high speed, an appropriate inverter is required. EV2000 is a variable speed 

inverter for the electrical vehicle drive designed by GE. It can handle continuous 

output power of 30kW and peak 75kW with the DC bus voltage from 220~400V. 
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Its programmable output frequency can start from very low to 266.7Hz, which 

equals 16000rpm. 

3.1.2  Description of the whole testbed system 

 

Figure 3-3 Test-bed system setup 

Figure 3-3 displays the configuration of the scale-down testbed system setup, 

where the red arrows mean the power connections and the blue arrows mean the 

signal connections. The right side is the control and power circuit for the motor. 

The inverter could be controlled by both the PC and the panel 1. The panel 1 can 

actually finish all the standard procedure like start, stop, acceleration and 

deceleration. However, for some advanced control to the internal parameters and 

variables of the inverter, PC and relative software are needed, which can talk 

with the inverter through a RS232 serial bus. The left side of the figure is the 

control and power schematic of the generator. The DSP+FPGA board located in 

the bottom left gets the required system information; voltage and current, from 

the conditioning board and control the motor through the power amplifier board. 
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The panel 2 can provide some system command like start, stop and load control. 

A PC and the corresponding software can also access the controller board 

through the JTAG emulators, Summit and MultiLINX.  

Up until now, a whole and clear picture of the test system is finished. Since the 

entire right sides of the instruments are standalone products, all the design and 

development work is limited to hardware and software located at the left side. 

3.2 Hardware Design 

In the above section, we briefly introduced the scaled-down test system setup, 

including dynamometer setup and the structure of the whole system. In this 

section, we will talk about the detailed controller hardware design. 

3.2.1 Intrinsic issues of the digital control system 
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Figure 3-4 Typical analog and digital control system 

Compared with an analog controller, a digital counterpart has some intrinsic 

issues, which has a large impact on the digital system design and the control 

performance. So before we delve into the systems design, we should first 

discuss the issues to see how great the effects are and to discuss how to relieve 
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them. During the conversion of a signal in an analog system to a signal in a 

digital system (see Figure 3-5), two kinds of discretization are needed, time and 

amplitude. So the issues are born during these two processes. Time delay and 

sampling frequency issues are related with the time discretization, and 

quantization is always related to amplitude discretization. 

 

Figure 3-5 Discretization process 

3.2.1.1 Time delay and sampling frequency issue 

3.2.1.1.1  Time delay 
As shown in the Figure 3-5, the first discretization from an analog signal to a digital 

signal is time discretization. In this section, we will study the time related issues. 

In this process, the signal is discrete in time and we will still assume the 

amplitude of the signal is infinitely accurate to the real one.  

Usually we use a Zero Order Holder (ZOH) to finish this task. This means it 

samples the value at time interval nT  and holds this value constant to the next 

sample time Tn )1( + . Assume the input signal is )(te  and the output signal is 

)(* te  at the sampling interval sT . It can be expressed by the following equation.  

)()(*)(*
sss nTenTetnTe ==Δ+  

sTt <Δ≤0                                 ( 3-1) 
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Based on the Equation 3-1, we can see the ZOH is the effect of the ideal unit 

step functions ))()(()( sh Ttututg −−= . Make Laplace transformation on the 

function )(tgh , we can get the transfer function of ZOH. 

s
esG
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h

s−−
=

1)(                                  ( 3-2) 

Based on Equation 3-2, we can get the bode plot of ZOH in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6 Bode plot of the ZOH 

Through the bode plot, ZOH shows the following features 

• Low pass filter property. As the frequency goes high, the amplitude 

decreases like a low pass filter. However unlike the normal low pass filter, 
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ZOH has more than one cutoff frequency, which will pass and introduce 

high frequency noise to the system. 

• Phase lag and time delay property. Both of these two will cause the phase 

delay on the total system and make the system less stable. 

Fortunately, compared with other types of time delay, usually the ZOH time delay 

is pretty small and usually can be neglectable in the real system. Large time 

delays are introduced by the ADC conversion time and DSP calculation time. 

A basic architecture of a normal ADC is shown in Figure 3-7. Since the ADC will 

use some certain order to compare the analog input with a reconfigurable 

reference voltage. This process may take some iteration of the comparison, 

which needs a much longer time than ZOH. 

Analog
Input
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Figure 3-7 Basic architecture of a normal ADC 

Based on the modern analog and digital technology, even the speed of the 

microcontroller/DSP is super fast, it still needs a much longer time to finish the 

control calculation than the response time of the analog counterpart. So the delay 

time of calculation may have great effect on the system performance. Since there 

is no theory difference between ADC conversion delay and calculation delay on 

control, we can consider their effects as a total. 

The time delay will add a transfer function to the system as follows. 
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delayTSesg ⋅=)(                                    ( 3-3) 

We will further discuss the effect of time delay at Chapter 4. 

3.2.1.1.2 Sampling frequency 
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Figure 3-8 A sampled signal and spectrum analysis 
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For a continuous signal )(te  we can get its Fourier series )( ωjE  where we 

assume the max frequency content is hω , as shown in Figure 3-8 (a). A sampling 

process with frequency 
sT

1  is depicted in Figure 3-8 (b). After the sample 

process, we can get the discrete signal expressed by Equation 3-4. 

∑
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−∞=

+=
n

snjE
T

jE )]([1)(* ωωω                   ( 3-4) 

Figure 3-8 also shows discrete signal )(* te  and its discrete spectrum, )( ωjE , at 

different conditions. For the spectrum )(c  where hs ωω 2> , we can easily see that 

after applying an idea low pass filter, as shown in Figure 3-9, the original spectrum 

can be restored from the discrete spectrum. However if the sampling frequency is 

lower than twice of the max frequency content of )(te , hs ωω 2< , there are 

overlaps in the discrete spectrum in the second spectrum in Figure 3-8 (d). 

Obviously even after applying an ideal low pass filter, the original signal cannot 

be recovered.  
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Figure 3-9 Ideal low pas filter 

The phenomena we studied above is concluded in Shannon’s theory: a function 

of time )(te  which contains no frequency component greater than hω  can be 

reconstructed from the signal )(* te  sampled at sω  only when 
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sh ωω ≤2                                       ( 3-5) 

Shannon’s theory just deals with an ideal condition. In a real system, the 

frequency spectrum of a signal usually is not limited to a certain value. The signal 

frequency content with aω  higher than half sampling frequency sω will reflect to 

)
2

( s
a

ωω −  after discretization, which is called aliasing in the analog to digital 

conversion. In order to correct the discrete spectrum with aliasing, a low pass 

filter is used to get rid of the frequency content higher than half sampling 

frequency.  
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Figure 3-10 Anti-aliasing filtering 

3.2.1.2  Quantization Effect 
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Figure 3-11 Quantization process 
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In the discretization of an analog signal, the second conversion related with 

amplitude is called quantization. It transforms an infinite accurate signal to a finite 

accurate signal with some kind of scale. Usually, the sampled data value can be 

rounded up or down to the nearest quantization level as defined by the word 

length. The use of rounding or truncation to determine a discrete quantization 

level is the primary operational characteristic as shown in Figure 3-11. Since 

whatever bits one system can have, it is still a finite number of bits, which will 

cause an error between the real value and the quantized value. This error is 

called quantization error, which comes from two parts, limited bits of ADC first 

and DSP thereafter.  

Usually the ADC has a quantization no more than one LSB. Assume one ADC 

has M-bits word length and max tolerance, N volts, and then the quantization 

error could be represented by the following equation. 

M
Ne
2

=Δ                                     ( 3-6) 

In the selection of ADC, the word length will be a criterion to determine the 

quantization error. 

The limited DSP word length will cause the quantization error either. Thanks to 

the state of art semiconductor technology, the DSP now has a large number of 

word lengths, especially compared with ADC. So nowadays, DSP is not an error 

source of quantization error in the discretization process. However, since the 

word length is always a limited num, it still affects the arithmetic error of the 

coefficient of the compensator and digital filter. This effect will be expanded in 

Chapter 4. 

3.2.2 Requirement on the DSP computation capacity 

In this section, we discuss the criteria for selecting a proper DSP, why the 

architecture DSP+FPGA is a must and how it works. 
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In the selection of a proper DSP, the performance and cost are always concerns. 

For a prototype development, cost is not a big problem. We just care about the 

performance. Usually, working speed and the word length are two dominant facts 

used to determine DSP’s performance.  

First we study how to estimate the working speed requirement based on one 

certain task. Based on this estimation, we can get an approximate value of DSP 

and then choose a suitable DSP in the ocean of DSPs.  

The first fact we have to consider is the max sampling/controller execution 

frequency, which will affect the control performance greatly. There are several 

items in the system, which have different requirements on the speed. Based on 

the synchronous machine we have, the variable with the highest frequency in the 

system is the output of PMG. The poles-pair of machine is 6 and the maximum 

speed is 16000rpm. So the maximum output frequency is 1,600Hz )6
60

16000( ⋅ . As 

we discussed in Chapter 2, we will utilize the output of PMG in the sensorless 

rotor position detection algorithm. Based on the digital signal processing and 

engineering experience, the sampling/controller execution frequency is better 

with 10~20 times of the maximum analog signal frequency. Then we can know 

the sampling /controller execution frequency should be around 16kHz~32kHz.  

With the knowledge of the sampling /controller execution frequency, now we 

need to estimate the computation requirement of the control algorithm in one 

execution. We can calculate the total computation requirement for the DSP 

through a multiplication operation. In chapter 2, we draw a complete and clear 

picture about the control algorithm and the sensorless rotor position detection in 

detail. For the control algorithm, we need to implement several control loops: 

voltage regulation loop, load current compensation and excitation current loop. 

This requires several transfer functions, which will probably take hundreds of 

instruction cycles. Also we need the sensorless rotor position detection, which is 

a relatively complicated computation that needs hundreds of instructions. 
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Between the sensorless rotor position detection and the main control algorithm, 

we need a bridge align that connects them together. This also costs around 

hundred instructions. We still need lots of instructions to read the digitized analog 

value from the A/D converters and make a preliminary process, which costs 

hundreds of executions. However, due to the noise and harmonics contained in 

the input analog signals, which are three-phase load voltage and current, three-

phase PMG voltage and current and excitation current, we need to implement 

several digital filters. The overvoltage and overcurrent decisions are made by 

hundred instructions. Considering the interrupt itself needs hundreds of 

instructions to push and pop some registers during the entrance and exit, we 

need a combined 1500~2500 instructions per control cycle.  

Given the assumption that the sampling/controller execution frequency is 32kHz 

and 2000 instructions are needed per execution cycle, the instruction speed 

should be around 64MHz )200032000( × . Thanks to the state of art IC technology, 

most of the DSP have a large num on the word length. So this is not a bottleneck 

of the performance any more. Based on this value, we can begin to choose a 

proper DSP. SHARC series DSPs from Analog Devices has high performance 

and is easy to use. ADSP-21160M is a high performance 32-bit DSP with 80MHz 

core instruction rate. It has a high computation performance that can meet our 

requirements. The detailed structure will be addressed in the next section. 

3.2.3 Description of the architecture of DSP+FPGA 

In our last discussion, we have chosen ADSP-21160M. It utilizes a super Harvard 

architecture that can enable four independent buses to work separately, which 

can ensure high speed and efficient program execution. Figure 3-12 shows the 

functional block diagram of ADSP-21160M. We can see it has a separate data 

and address bus, two independent ALUs and a 4Mbit dual-ported on chip SRAM. 

JTAG standard test access port and on-chip emulation make compiling and 

debugging easier.  
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Figure 3-12 Functional block diagram 

Since ADSP-21160M is a high performance DSP wildly used for audio, graphics 

and communication applications, it is more suitable to do signal processing than 

control. From the functional block diagram shown in Figure 3-12, we can see an 

obvious drawback on the control application. In those kinds of applications 

mentioned above, the main purpose of the DSP is to process large quantity of 

data. But in the control application, except the data processing, DSP needs to do 

some discrete I/O control with peripheral devices. Obviously, the pure data and 

address bus is not enough for control application. So naturally, one DSP plus 

FPGA architecture become popular, especially for the control purpose. In this 

architecture, the DSP is dedicated to do the data processing and control 

execution, while the FPGA is behaving like a bridge between DSP and peripheral 

devices. FPGA is focusing on the I/O communication and some preliminary data 

processing or even taking a large part of data processing work given a high 

performance FPGA. XC2V1000 is a high performance FPGA developed by Xilinx 

for the high-density application. This chip contains 1 million system gates and up 

to 432 configurable pins. Figure 3-13 shows the architecture overview  
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Figure 3-13 Architecture overview 

Reef-PMC+ board is a reconfigurable board combining the flexibility of a high 

performance FPGA and the high data processing power of a generous purpose 

DSP. This board is a complete standalone system for DSP application. It 

contains all the peripheral supporting devices that make DSP working freely and 

efficiently. Figure 3-14 displays the block diagram overview of this Reef-PMC+ 

board, which consists of DSP and its flash memory, FPGA and its programmable 

configuration PROM, JTAG access port and even PCI bus. The board can 

provide up to 140 user I/Os that is enough for our application.  

 
Figure 3-14 Block diagram overview 
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3.2.4 Peripheral analog circuit 

In the previous section, we have completed the study of the brain of the 

controller, where DSP+FPGA are working together. Now it is time to discuss the 

peripheral circuits that connect the digital core with the outside analog world. 

Roughly the peripheral circuits can be categorized into two types. One is the 

analog input circuit that senses the outside world like eyes and noses. Another is 

the analog output circuit that executes like arms and legs. 

3.2.4.1 Analog signals input circuit 

Basically, there are two types of analog signals we need to know, voltage and 

current. In order for the sensor to work, voltage and current must adopt different 

types of sensors. After sensing, the digitizing part, A/D converter, should be the 

same. 

3.2.4.1.1 Current sensing 

There are three rival technologies used for current sensing: shunt resistors, Hall 

Effect sensors and current transformers. Each has attributes that differentiate 

them on a cost versus performance scale. Here we have several attributes that 

are more important than the others, galvanic isolation, accuracy and robustness.  
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Figure 3-15 Current sense shunt resistor sR  
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As shown in Figure 3-15, shunt resistor is a small value resistor inserted in the 

specified current loop. Since the load current flows through the resistor, 

according to the ohm’s law, a voltage drop proportional to the current value will 

be generated. Given the resistance known, after we measure the voltage drop, 

we can get the sensed current value. The merits of shunt resistor are simple 

structure and low cost. But it suffers from the absence of galvanic isolation. And 

there is a tradeoff needed between the sensed voltage amplitude, noise and the 

insertion loss. Usually the generated voltage is too small to feed directly to the 

A/D converters. It always needs an amplifier to magnify the voltage signal, which 

makes it more complicated. 
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Figure 3-16 Current transformer 

A current transformer has a relatively simple structure, displayed in Figure 3-16, 

called a passive circuit. It does not need external power to operate. According to 

Faraday’s law, the primary winding of current transformer produce a magnetic 

field that can be coupled into the secondary winding. The ratio of current in the 

secondary winding to the primary winding is determined by the turn ratio between 

them, which is usually as higher than 1000. All we have to do is connecting a 
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sense resistor between the two terminals of the secondary winding and then we 

can get a voltage proportional to the primary current. It uses the magnetic field to 

transfer the signal, which can provide the galvanic isolation inherently. 

Theoretically, the current ratio of primary winding and secondary winding is 

inverse to the winding ratio of primary and secondary. In reality, a part of primary 

current is used to magnetizing the core. Thus less than the actual primary 

ampere-turns are to be transformed into the secondary ampere-turns. This 

naturally introduces an error in the transformation of current. Therefore, it is not 

suitable for small current measurement since a relatively large part of the current 

is utilized for magnetization. However, it is appropriate for large current 

application. 

OP

 

Figure 3-17 Hall current sensor 

Figure 3-17 shows the structure of a Hall sensor, another popular technology used 

in current measurement. Hall Effect means a magnetic field acting 

perpendicularly to the direction of the current will generate a differential voltage 

between two terminals when passing through a semiconductor resistor. The 

voltage amplitude is proportional to the filed strength. Similar to the current 

transformer, galvanic isolation is provided due to the structure. Usually in the 

commercial products of Hall sensor, the output from the Hall devices is 

conditioned to an exact representation of the primary current at the output, which 

is a current at the most cases. Then through a sensing resistor inserted at the 
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output terminal, a voltage drop is generated proportional to the sensed current. 

The scaling fact will depends on the resistor and the ratio of the target current 

and the output current. 

Among three of them, Hall sensor has a relatively high performance. It can 

provide galvanic isolation, high accuracy and ease of use. So for this project, we 

use Hall Effect sensors for current measurement. Since we have different current 

rating to be measured, some different rating sensors are used in order to get a 

better linearity and overall accuracy. Figure 3-18 is the simple electrical 

connection of the current sensor. The arrow means the direction of current to be 

measured. 
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Figure 3-18 Connection of Current sensor 

3.2.4.1.2 Voltage sensing 
There are three types of candidates for voltage sensing. Similar with the above 

section, when choosing current sensors, we must first qualify the different voltage 

sensors and then decide which one to use.  

Using the same principle, Hall Effect can also be used to sense voltage. A 

primary resistor is used to transform the target voltage to a proportional current 

and then the current is fed to the Hall sensor. The current is measured as we 

discussed in the current sensing section. Figure 3-19 is the electrical connection of 
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a typical Hall voltage sensor. The voltage signal is reconstructed at the output 

terminal through a sensing resistor by a certain scaling effect. The difference 

between the Hall current sensor and the voltage sensor is the conversion ratio of 

the primary and secondary current. In the current sensor, the conversion ratio of 

primary and secondary current is very small, for the sake of minimizing the effect 

to the primary circuit. For the voltage sensor, in order to minimize the effect of the 

inserted resistor to the target circuit, the drawn current should be as small as 

possible. This requires a large resistor in the primary side. Because of the large 

resistance, R
L  produced by the resistance and inductance of the primary circuit 

is not negligible. This time constant limits the bandwidth of the sensor circuit.  
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Figure 3-19 Hall voltage sensor 

The second type of current sampling is the voltage transformer shown in Figure 

3-20. Its structure is similar to a current transformer, however the difference is 

found in the winding turns and the winding ratio. In an ideal condition, the 

secondary voltage is substantially proportional to the primary voltage at the ratio 

of
1

2
n

n . Similar to the current transformer, a practical voltage transformer uses 
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part of a current to magnetize the core, which thus leads to an error in scale. This 

kind of sensor has galvanic isolation in the structure and is prone to errors 

caused by magnetization current, leakage reactance, resistance and saturation.  
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Figure 3-20 Voltage transformer 

We can also use a resistor voltage divider, which is the simplest one among the 

three voltage sampling methods. In the primary side, we use two series resistors 

to divide the measured voltage. After getting a scaled-down voltage signal, we 

can use an isolation amplifier to isolate the low power side from the high power 

side. Then we can get a voltage signal proportional to sampled voltage at the 

output of amplifier. Though this type of circuit may need additional power supply 

for the primary side of isolation amplifier, it has all the properties we need in this 

circuit. It owns electrical isolation, high accuracy and fast response only restricted 

by the isolation amplifier, which usually has very high bandwidth.  
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Figure 3-21 Voltage divider 

Among these three current sampling methods, the third one, voltage divider, has 

the best performance if we combine attributes and make a tradeoff among 

isolation, accuracy and frequency bandwidth. We will adopt it for this application. 

Figure 3-21 shows the schematic of the voltage divider. 

3.2.4.1.3 Anti-aliasing filter  
In section 3.2.1.1.1, we introduced the aliasing problem inherent in a digitization 

process. The solution proposed adds a low pass filter before ADC. Figure 3-9 

shows an ideal filter for anti-aliasing. In reality, we adopt a two-order low pass 

filter for better fast attenuation after cutoff frequency. An active two-pole 

Butterworth filter is designed. The transfer function is shown in 3-7. 
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Figure 3-22 2-pole low pass filter and its bode plot 
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3.2.4.1.4 A/D converter 
After the sensors and anti-aliasing filters, all required system signals, high 

voltages and currents, are conditioned to the proper format for AD conversion. 

They are ready to be fed to AD converters for digitizing work. Here, except for the 

requirements of accuracy and speed, we have a request of simultaneous 

sampling to all these signals for the control purpose. Also, as we discussed 

above, we chose ~30kHz as the system sampling frequency. Data 

length/resolution is another important parameter. AD7865 is a four-channel 

simultaneous sampling A/D converter. Its max sampling rate is 100kSPS with 

14bit resolution. For better noise and offset purpose, we just used left 12bit data. 

However we still can get a high resolution: 

4096
1

2
1% == Me                                  ( 3-8) 

3.2.4.2 Analog output  

In the last section 3.2.4.1, we introduced the analog input circuits, which cover 

sensors, anti-aliasing filters and A/D converters. With all these circuits, the 

DSP+FPGA are able to know the outside world. Based on what we said in 

Chapter 2, the only thing we can control in the system is the excitation voltage 

and current. Now it is time to discuss the analog output circuit (DAC) plus the 

DC/DC or power amplifying circuit. They will work as arms and legs in the 

system. 

3.2.4.2.1  D/A converter 
Because only one channel is enough for the analog output, the speed 

requirement on the DAC is not high compared with ADC. AD5516 is a 12bit 

voltage-output DAC with a standard 3-wire serial interface and an update rate up 

to 32 kHz, which makes it suitable for this application.  
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3.2.4.2.2 Power amplifier 
Based on the analysis above, we can get an analog control signal from DAC 

according to the control algorithm executed in DSP. Considering the driving 

capacity requirement for excitation control, we need a power amplifier as the 

actuator.  

Before we go to the power amplifier design, it is necessary to know the power 

requirement of the excitation control. From the product document of the 

synchronous generator, we can conclude the following table. 

Speed 
(rpm) 

Power 
factor ILOAD (A) UEX (V) IEX (A) 

1 30 6.4 1.65 

1 58 7.8 1.95 8800 

1 88 10 2.4 

1 30 2.6 0.7 

1 58 4 1.1 12000 

1 88 5.8 1.5 

1 30 2 0.55 

1 58 3.4 0.9 

1 88 5.3 1.4 
16000 

1 115 7.2 1.8 

Table 3-1 Power requirement of the excitation control 

Based on the experiment data of Table 3-1, we know that the maximum power 

occurs at the lowest speed with highest load. So our selection should be based 

on this criterion. 

PA13A is a state of the art high voltage, high current operational amplifier 

designed to drive resistive, capacitive, and inductive load. The safe operating 

area can be met through external current limit resistor. 
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Figure 3-23 SOA of the power amplifier 

In our application, the supply voltage for the power amplifier is a single power 

supply. However, based on the simulation results of Chapter 2, if we can get 

bipolar power for the excitation at transit, it will accelerate the dynamic process. 

Figure 3-24 shows several basic structures of bipolar output with single power 

supply. Figure (a) is the simplest way to get a bipolar output with single power 

supply. One terminal of the load is connected to the driving amplifier while 

another terminal is referred to a point at half supply. This way is usually not 

practical, nor efficient, as the half supply point must have the current capacity to 

support the load requirements. It might be possible to use a second power 

amplifier as a high current source and sink regulator for this point as in figure (b). 

However in this way, the swing amplitude is only 
2
sv . Figure (c) incorporates the 

second amplifier into the control loop, which doubles the gain and swing 

amplitude. In all practicality, considering the common mode voltage for the 

proper operation of amplifier, figure (d) is adopted in real application. Make sure 

to match all the resistors with resistance R , and the gain will be )1( +
i

f

R
R

. 
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Figure 3-24 Bipolar output with single power supply 
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3.2.4.3 Load control 

In the standard ISO1540, the system transit performance is evaluated by the step 

response when switching loads from 5% up to 85% and then down to 5% of reted 

power system capacity. The load switching is done through a contactor array 

controlled by the DSP.  

The contactor we choose is a heavy duty DC power contactor shown in Figure 

3-25. It is a single pole and normal open contactor. With a continuous 100A and 

inrush 400A contacting rating, it is enough for this test system. In order to control 

the contactor array by the DSP, we need a driving circuit, where a MOSFET is 

adequate for this function. The circuit is shown in Figure 3-26. The ON/OFF 

commands come from the DSP. Through the driver chip, the DSP can control the 

MOSFET and thereby control the contactors. The diode parallel with the 

contactors is used to protect the MOSFET during the off transit by releasing the 

energy stored in the coil of the contactors. It can prohibit the high voltage spike 

that could damage the MOSFETs and driver chips. 

 

 
Figure 3-25 circuit diagram of contactors 
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Figure 3-26 Control circuit for contactor array 

3.3 FPGA software implementation 

Software is the soul in a digital system with MCU/DSP. We know there are one 

DSP and one FPGA in the controller board. So correspondingly, there will be two 

sets of software to make system work. Between DSP and peripheral circuits, 

there is a FPGA working as a bridge. So VHDL based software is a must residing 

in FPGA.  

Figure 3-27 is the software architecture of FPGA. There are four types of circuits in 

the peripheral, ADCs, DAC, panel and contactors. All of them need interface to 

communicate with DSP through data and address buses. For quick development, 

a direct access interface is implemented inside FPGA. Each data channel and 

control signal is configured as a memory-mapped register by VHDL code. 

Through this, DSP can read and write to each component just like a normal 

memory access.  
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In the panel inputs processing, a spike elimination scheme is adopted. A 

frequency divider clock is constructed to generate a much slower clock signal 

than the high frequency clock of FPGA. This slow clock is used to sample the 

state of input buttons. The state change of input buttons shorter than the clock is 

neglected as a spike, which will eliminate the oscillation happened in the manual 

button and thus the oscillation of commands. 

 

Figure 3-27 FPGA software architecture 

3.4 DSP software implementation 

After the hardware section, all the hardware of the controller and test system has 

been fully covered. Now it is time to discuss the software implementation that is 

the soul of the controller. In this section, the software implementation will be 

studied in two ways, the structure and the subroutines. 

3.4.1 Structure 

Before we go to the detailed software discussion, it is better to know the whole 

system structure. 
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3.4.1.1 System flow chart 

In software description, flow chart is an efficient way to show all of the steps and 

procedures of a process or a specific task. The whole software is divided into two 

parts, which are the main program and the timer interrupt service routine. 

3.4.1.1.1  Main program 
The main program is the entrance to the main body of the whole software, which 

is defined by the C language. It is used to initialize the DSP and the peripheral 

devices. The flowchart is shown in Figure 3-28. 
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Figure 3-28 flowchart of the main program 
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In the beginning of the DSP initialization, we need to setup several registers for 

the proper operation. For this application, we deal with system configuration 

register; serial port transmitter control registers and the timer interrupt registers. 

The system configuration register configures the reset, boot selection, interrupt, 

memory size and DMA operation etc. The serial port transmitter control register 

setups the data format, operating mode and clock frequency. The timer interrupt 

registers set the timer period and enable/disable the timer operation. After 

completing all these registers setups, we have made the DSP ready for the 

following operations. 

Since all peripheral devices have been assigned addresses for the data, control 

and status signals in the head file and FPGA files, they can work as memory-

mapped registers now. In the initialization after DSP, FPGA needs to be reset 

first for the following operations. The ADCs need to be enabled before starting 

sampling. Then the DAC needs a reset signal before use. For the initial state, the 

power amplifier needs to be assigned a proper initial value. Then after enabling 

the timer interrupt, the software enters an infinite loop, which continues reading 

the panel commands and waiting for the interrupt.  

3.4.1.1.2  Interrupt Services Routine 
In the software, the main program just deals with the initial configuration of all the 

system registers and peripherals. All of the control tasks are done within Interrupt 

Services Routine (ISR). Here we discuss the flowchart of ISR, which is shown in 

Figure 3-29. In this routine, the software executes four functions, which are data 

sampling and processing, protection, and limitation and control algorithm.  

When the software enters ISR, the first part is data sampling, which is to read the 

conversion results of ADCs. Then considering the scaling and offset factors, the 

sampled integer data is converted to corresponding float values.  

After getting the real values of voltages and currents, the software goes to 

protection and limitation parts. It compares the sampled data with the preset 
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threshold values and chooses the corresponding actions when something 

exceeds the limit. For overvoltage, in order to protect the electric loads, the 

controller should shut down the output of the generator when the voltage 

exceeds the limit curve shown in the ISO1540. For overcurrent, the system 

should withstand a certain period of overcurrent and limit the output when 

overcurrent continues. After this part, the software will go to a different operation 

mode depending on the output of protection and limitation judgment and also the 

panel input commands. If in stop or protection mode, the software disables the 

generator output. If in run mode, the software will go to the control algorithm part.  

As we discussed in Chapter 2, the whole control algorithm is composed of three 

sub loops as shown in Figure 2-10. In the beginning it is a soft start function, which 

gives a reference voltage increasing slowly at the beginning. The outer loop is 

the voltage regulator that maintains the output voltage of the generator to a 

predetermined value. Here it takes into account the effect of speed, which is 

essential to the system performance in a variable speed environment. The load 

current compensator is the third loop, which can compensate the voltage dropout 

in a sudden load change, according to the DQ decomposition and system model. 

The excitation current loop is the inner loop that regulates the excitation current 

to the reference value calculated from the previous three controllers. Then DSP 

sends the reference value to the power stage, which can control the excitation of 

generator. Here one control cycle finished and the software waits for the next ISR 

cycle. 
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Figure 3-29 flowchart of the timer interrupt services routine 

3.4.1.2 Data flow diagram (DFD) 

Data flow diagram is another efficient way to describe the software structure. 

Unlike the flowchart, which cares more about the software procedure, DFD 

illustrates how data is processed in terms of inputs and outputs. Similar to the 

flowchart section, we can show the DFD in two parts. 

3.4.1.2.1 Main program 
The function of main program has been discussed in detail in the flowchart 

section. Here we want to show something in the way of DFD. DSP, ADC, DAC 

and panel are four external entities for the main program. Initialization and button 

processing are two main function blocks inside the main program. They acquire 

inputs and send outputs signals as indicated in Figure 3-30. 
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Figure 3-30 DFD of main program 

3.4.1.2.2 Interrupt services routine (ISR) 
Figure 3-31 is DFD of the interrupt services routine. In this diagram, ADC, DAC, 

buttons and LEDs are four external entities to ISR. ADC and buttons are input 

devices, which provide sampled signals and operation modes respectively. DAC 

and LEDs are output devices that output analog control signals and digital 

operation indications respectively. All other blocks exchange useful information 

inside the ISR, as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 3-31 DFD of ISR 

3.4.1.3 Timing sequence 

The flowchart and data flow diagram of the software have been addressed 

above. Figure 3-32 is the timing sequence of the software. It displays the timing 

sequence for data sampling, control execution and output update in a 

consecutive manner. This sequence is essential to understand the 

implementation of the control algorithm. 
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Figure 3-32 Timing sequence of the software 

3.4.2 Subroutines 

For the modularity and the simplicity of coding, the software is composed of 

several subroutines. Each subroutine is a relative independent block in C 

language and is dedicated to one specific function.  

3.4.2.1 Head file 

The first file is the head file, which defines and declares the constants, the 

memory-mapped register’s addresses, the parameters and the variables. The 

constants are some constant values used in the control, such as π and square 

root of 2 or 3. The parameters are the scaling factors of the sampled data, the 

coefficients of the controller and the predefined values for protection, limitation 

and control. The addresses and variables are used in each subroutine.  

3.4.2.2 Main program 

The main program is the main body and entry of the whole software defined by 

the C language. The detailed function and structure have been discussed above. 

3.4.2.3 ISR 

The timer interrupt services routine is the core part of the software. It calls the 

other two parts that are the sensorless rotor position detection and the control 
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algorithm. Since the structure of ISR has been discussed above, we just discuss 

the two parts called by ISR. 

3.4.2.4 Rotor position detection 

This is the essential feature of this project. As we discussed in the second 

chapter, the rotor position detection is necessary to implement the DQ model 

based control algorithm and due to the cost and reliability problem of assembling 

an encoder in the high-speed generator, the sensorless detection is a must. The 

detailed algorithm of the sensorless rotor position detection has been discussed 

in Chapter 2. Here we just talk about the implementation. Also keep in mind the 

angle we get here is the electrical angle of PMG, not the main generator we need 

in control algorithm. So the synchronization between PMG and main generator is 

necessary. 

I, V of PMG
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linkage calculation

Incremental angle
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Speed calculation

Update back-EMF

Start

Exit
 

Figure 3-33 Flowchart of the sensorless rotor position detection 
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3.4.2.5 Controller 

This is the heart of the whole software. Based on the others parts discussed 

above, we have enough information for the control algorithm. Since the pole pairs 

of PMG and main generator are different, the angle information received from the 

sensorless rotor position detection of PMG is not the angle of the main generator. 

In order to utilize this angle, we have to make synchronization and displacement 

between angles of PMG and the main generator.  

The displacement between two machines is fixed once the whole machine is 

manufactured. Hence, the displacement is done offline. By applying a constant 

excitation voltage, current and speed to the exciter, we can adopt the same rotor 

position detection algorithm for PMG to main generator. After running two 

detection functions simultaneously, we can get two different angles. During the 

alignment of these two angles, we need a small displacement to make them start 

from the same point. Several cases are needed in order to verify the 

displacement. The detailed experiment steps will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

The pole pairs of PMG are 6 and the pole pair of main generator is 2. So the 

periodical relationship between them is 3-cycle of PMG equals to 1-cycle of main 

generator. However, related with 3-cycle of PMG, the starting point of the main 

generator is changing. The synchronization has to be done online. It is finished in 

the soft start process. The basic concept of synchronization is to reconstruct a 

voltage signal by using angle of PMG and voltage amplitude of the main 

generator and then compare this voltage with the phase-A voltage of the main 

generator. There are only three possible conditions. The angle of PMG may start 

from the first one-third region of the main generator’s angle, or the second one-

third region, or the third one-third region. The corresponding actions are shown in 

the flowchart of Figure 3-34. The experiment steps are detailed in chapter 4. 

The flowing steps are softstarting, voltage loop, load current loop and excitation 

current loop, which are pretty straightforward and have been addressed above. 
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In the beginning, all the control parameters are derived from the simulation. But 

due to some impacts of real machines, the tuning is a must. It is expanded in the 

Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-34 flowchart of controller 
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3.4.3  Digital filters 

Although we have implemented a two-order low pass filter for each input 

channel, there are still some other kinds of noise or harmonics that we need to 

get rid of, since the analog low pass filter is specifically for anti-aliasing purposes. 

Therefore, it is still necessary to construct some digital filters inside DSP because 

of some valuable attributes. Compared to analog filters, digital filters enjoy the 

following advantages [25]. 

• Easy to implement and tune 

• No input or output impedance matching problems 

• A wide range of frequencies and transit with high precision 

• No periodic alignment, no drift and no aging 

• Some with excellent phase linearity 

Basically, digital filters can be divided into two categories. In some cases, digital 

filters are just digital format of equivalent analog filters. Other digital filters are 

designed by using rules unique to digital technology. 

3.4.3.1 Finite Impulse-Response Filters (FIR) 

FIR filters are unique in digital format. There is no counterpart in analog world. 

An FIR filter can be expressed in terms of Z-domain transfer function 
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0)(                    ( 3-9) 

Where the coefficients iA  are called filter tap weights.  

Usually in practical engineering, the above equation could be simplified by setting 

all coefficients to a unit shown in the following equation. 

nZZZZ
ZT n )11111()( 32 +++++= L             ( 3-10) 
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This type of filter is called moving-average filter. It is widely used in the 

engineering world to get rid of random noise. Figure 3-35 displays some simulation 

results in different order cases. Moving-average filters can reduce the random 

noise greatly while maintain a sharp step response. Obviously, with higher order, 

moving-average filters can generate a smoother waveform. However, usually the 

higher order means large time delay, phase lag in terms of frequency domain. 

Also, in order to remove some harmonics from the target signal, it requires a very 

high-order FIR. So, for this purpose, we need to consider another type of digital 

filter. 

 

Figure 3-35 Moving-average filters: (A) one order (B) three-order 
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3.4.3.2 Infinite Impulse-Response Filter (IIR) 

Unlike FIR, IIR filters are digital counterparts of analog filters. It can be expressed 

in terms of Z-domain transfer function 
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                            ( 3-11) 

Since there are a lot of well known formulas for the analog filters, which exhibits 

outstanding magnitude frequency attributes and could be transformed to a digital 

format by some proper conversion rules, it is generally recommended to first 

relate the target digital filter to an equivalent analog one of the same type. 

There are several commonly used analog filters such as Butterworth, 

Chebyshev, Inverse Chebyshev and Elliptic. Selection among them depends on 

the requirement of magnitude attenuation and phase lag. Butterworth can provide 

maximally flat response both on magnitude and phase. But its gain drops slowly 

at stopband given the same order compared with other filters. Chebyshev can 

provide steeper transition characteristics than Butterworth at the cost of variation 

or ripple in the passband of the filter. The phase response is not as linear as the 

Butterworth. Inverse Chebyshev can provide a smooth, maximally fat response in 

the passband like Butterworth, but has ripple in the stopband. It has better 

transition characteristics than Butterworth and better phase response than 

Chebyshev. Elliptic shows the best selectivity characteristics among those filters 

by combining ripple both in passband and stopband. So the phase response may 

not be as good as Butterworth or Inverse Chebyshev. Table 3-2 lists the 

comparison of magnitude and phase response among those normalized filters 

[26]. 
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 3rd order@2r/s 4th order@2r/s 

Butterworth -12.5dB -18.3dB 

Chebyshev -22.5dB -33.8dB 

Inv. Chebyshev -22.5dB -33.8dB 

Elliptic -34.5dB -51.9dB 

 

 3rd @ 1r/s 3rd @ 1r/s 4th@1r/s 4th@2r/s 

Butterworth -104° -192° -146° -266° 

Chebyshev -154° -238° -230° -330° 

Inv. Chebyshev -94° -192° -133° -264° 

Elliptic -150° -238° -226° -330° 

Table 3-2 Comparison of filter gains and phases at normalized state 

So based on the information provided by the tables, we can see that the Inverse 

Chebyshev filter combines both the advantages of magnitude and phase 

response. Also it has flat gain in the passband. It closely matches our 

requirements on the digital filter, which removes high frequency noise and, 

harmonics with a fast transit and maintains the signal in the passband. So in this 

application, we adopt the Inverse Chebyshev filter. 

Figure 3-36 shows the bode plot of a 3-order Inverse Chebyshev filter applied to 

signal tV , the amplitude of 3-phase output voltage of main generator, where the 

passband stops at 900Hz, the stopband starts from 2400Hz, the gain of 

passband is at least 0.97, and the gain of stopband is at most 0.06. 
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Figure 3-36 Bode plot of an Inverse Chebyshev filter applied to tV  
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4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

4.1 Results of sensorless rotor position detection 

In the last part of Chapter 2, we have introduced three possible algorithms for 

rotor position detection. Now we will evaluate them by simulation first and then 

verify by experiments. 

4.1.1 Simulation results of different algorithms 

In order to evaluate these three methods, we used a simulation test bench to test 

each method mentioned above. The schematic of the simulation circuit is shown 

in Figure 4-1. 

R L

vl
R L

R L

Resr

Rl

PMG

Position
Detection

θ̂

ω̂
 

Figure 4-1 Schematic for simulation circuits 

The purpose of the test is to see the robustness of the algorithms for machine 

modeling inaccuracies, deviation of the parameters, measurement noise and 

non-linearity of the load circuit, compare the results in different point of view and 

then select one for this GCU application based on the system requirements. 
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Figure 4 Rotor position and speed for a rectified load using SMO+EKF 
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Figure 4-2 Position and speed for rectified load using flux linkage 
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Figure 4-3 Rotor position and speed for rectified load using d-q based method 

Figure 4, 5 and 6 display the results for three algorithms introduced above 

respectively. Table 4-1 lists the summary of all test results.  
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 SMO +EKF Flux linkage d-q angle 
error 

Typical angle 
error 

Large, 
about 1.5 

deg 

Very small, < 
0.1 deg 

Very small, < 
0.1deg. 

Parameter 
deviation Fair R, Lls good, 

ke bad Good 

Noise 
handling Good Good Fair 

Load non-
linearities 

Very small 
effect 

θ small 
effect, ω 

large 

Considerable 
effect 

Table 4-1 Summary of test results 

Among them, it is obviously to see that the flux linkage method provides the 

smaller error, smallest load nonlinearity, better noise handling. Although it is 

sensitive to parameter ek , since this parameter is pretty constant during 

operation once machine is manufactured, it won’t cause big troubles in 

parameters deviation point of view. So we choose this method as our sensorless 

rotor position detection algorithm to provide the rotor position information for d-q 

model based control algorithm. The experimental results will be expanded in 

chapter 4. 

4.1.2 Experiment results 

We have chosen the flux linkage for rotor position detection. The simulation 

results have been shown above. Now we have to examine the experiment 

results. 

4.1.2.1 Useful parameters 

In 2-33 and 2-34, we have to know the resistance, inductance and back-emf 

constant.  

The resistance is easy to get through multi-meter, which is 0.505Ω  of phase. 

And the inductance can be got from the open circuit and short circuit 

characteristics of PMG. Figure 4-4 depicts the waveform of inductance at different 
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speed conditions. Specifically for the operating range of the whole generator, the 

frequency is from 900Hz to 1600Hz. So we choose average value during this 

range, which is 0.34mH. 

Equvalent Inductance
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Figure 4-4 Equivalent inductance of PMG 

We already know that the flux linkage is more robust to the variation of resistance 

and inductance than back-emf constant. So the back-emf constant should be 

measured carefully. 

Pf
Vke ⋅⋅

=
π2

                               ( 4-1) 

Where P  is the pole pairs and both V  and f  are electrical parameters. By a 

group of experiments with different speeds, we can get some points depicted in 

Figure 4-5. 

So in the operating range of PMG, the value of back-emf constant is pretty fixed 

at 0.006234. 
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Figure 4-5 Back-emf constant at different speed 

4.1.2.2 Different load and speed conditions 

With the hardware, software and algorithm developed above, we can do the test 

and see the performance here. 

For simplicity, we test the algorithm at resistive load firstly. Figure 4-6 shows the 

schematic of a balanced three-phase resistive load in wye connection. 

PMG
Position
Detectio

n

θ̂

ω̂

R L

R L

R L

 

Figure 4-6 PMG with resistive load in wye connection 
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Figure 4-7 Voltage, current and theta at 8000rpm(resistive load) 

Figure 4-7 shows the voltage, current and theta signals got from DSP memory at 

different speeds, which exactly represent the algorithm operation. 

From the resistive load, we can see the theta we derived tracks the signal very 

well. Also we have to check the performance of algorithm at rectifier load. Figure 

4-1 shows the schematic of a rectifier, capacitive DC load simulating the power 

supply of the generator control unit (GCU).  
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Figure 4-8 Voltage, current and theta at 12000rpm(rectifier load) 

Figure 4-8 shows the voltage, current and theta waveform at different speed 

condition. Here we can see a large part of harmonics content both in voltage and 

current. So the noise or ripple of theta is larger than in resistive load. We will 

analyze it in the next section to see how large its impact is. 

4.1.2.3 Ripple effect analysis 

First, let’s see the source of ripple and how large the amplitude and frequency 

are. Figure 4-9 shows the rotor position got under rectifier plus RC load and 

12,000 rpm. Figure 4-9 (a) is the detected angle of PMG, (b) is the angle of main 

generator transformed from PMG and the ideal value, and then (c) shows the 

ripple of main generator rotor position. 
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(B) Angle of main generator (real and ideal) 
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(c) Ripple of main generator angle  

Figure 4-9 Ripple of rotor position detected under rectifier load case 

From Figure 4-9 (c), we can see the amplitude of ripple is 0.04rad (2.3°). Even 

consider the effect of amplitude only, 2.3° is acceptable in engineering. 

From frequency point of view, we can see that the frequency of ripple is 18 times 

of main generator. Then take into account that the ratio between PMG and main 

generator is 3 and the ratio between the harmonic of rectifier output and 

fundamental is 6, we know the ripple comes from the harmonic of rectifier 

connecting PMG and exciter, which is 7200Hz under rating speed. Figure 4-10 is 

the bode plot of the controllers with and without Id loop. From the figure, we can 

see that Id loop is mainly a large-signal effect and there is no noticeable small 

signal effect. The crossover frequency is around 100Hz. So the high frequency 

ripple content will not affect the controller much.  

So as long as the sensorless rotor position detection algorithm can keep tracking 

of real position information, it will not affect the control performance based on the 

analysis of amplitude and frequency of the ripple. 
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Figure 4-10 Bode plot of controllers (Blue: with Id loop, Cyan: 
without Id loop) 

4.1.3 Synchronization between PMG and main generator 

We already knew PMG and main generator are fixed in the same rotor. However, 

due to the different pole pairs and possible displacement between PMG and 

main generator, synchronization and displacement are needed before we can 

use the rotor position signal from PMG. 

The reason we chose PMG as the source of rotor position is that PMG has 

simple structure and fixed field flux, which leads to a fixed back-emf constant ek , 

an important parameter in the flux linkage algorithm. So by the same algorithm 

applied to PMG, if we can setup a fixed excitation voltage and current and speed 

for the generator, we can get the rotor position value from the output terminal of 

main generator. 
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Figure 4-11 Rotor position of PMG and main generator 

Since PMG and main generator have 6 and 2 pairs of poles respectively and they 

are running together, we can make a conversion based on the information of 

Figure 4-11. Figure 4-12 is the converted results. From this figure, we can get the 

displacement value between PMG and main generator offline. Then we can 

make synchronization between PMG and main generator online. Figure 4-13 

shows the dynamic process of synchronization. Theta of main generator starts 

following of the theta of PMG after some time from the beginning. 
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Figure 4-12 Rotor position of PMG (converted) and main generator 
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Figure 4-13 Synchronization process between PMG and main generator 
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4.2 Results of controller 

Before we go the experiment results of the whole controller, we examine the 

simulation results first. 

4.2.1 Simulation results 

Chapter 2 has setup a simulation file including system models and transfer 

functions of controller in ideal conditions. Compared with the real system, the 

ideal simulation file omits some constraints. 

4.2.1.1 Complete simulation model 

In Chapter 3, we have discussed some intrinsic issues of digital control system. 

Due to the long word length of the system, quantization effects don’t influence 

the system performance much. However time delay is still a concern. So here we 

will examine the possible large time delay items in the system, include them in a 

simulation model and check the impact. 

Compared with analog components, digital and interface components have much 

larger time delay, which cannot be negligible usually. Here we have ADC, DSP 

and DAC in the control loop. One cycle of AD conversion needs ~10us and one 

cycle of DA conversion needs 32us maximally according to their datasheets. As 

we calculated in chapter 3, DSP executes control program 32k times one 

second. So the calculation time is ~32us. So the total delay time is around 75us.  

Equation 3-3 shows the transfer function of time delay, sTe− . Equation 4-2 is 

showing a transfer function with fixed time delay. 

)()(' sGesG sT−=                                 ( 4-2) 

At original crossover frequency, the new phase margin is  

))(()())('( sGPhePhsGPh sT += −                ( 4-3) 
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ωTePh sT −=− )(                           ( 4-4) 

For the controller developed in Chapter 2, the crossover frequency is around 

566 sec/rad . So the phase reduction is 

oPh 43.2/s0.04245rad5661075 6 ==⋅⋅= −  

For a well-designed stable control system, 2.43° phase decrease won’t cause 

stable issue. So the time delay issue could be negligible here. 

 

Figure 4-14 Complete digital simulation diagram 

Also we can check the effect by comparing the simulation results of complete 

model with the results of ideal condition. Figure 4-15 shows the simulation results 

of analog and digital controllers under rated speed and resistive load. Obviously 

we can say that the performance of digital controller is almost the same as the 

analog case. 
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Figure 4-15 Simulation results of digital (red) and analog control (blue)  

4.2.1.2 Simulation results 

Based on the work done above, here we list some simulation results under 

certain load cases.  
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Figure 4-16 Transit responses of the controller under resistive load 
changes (connection & disconnection, 10kW, 12000rpm) 
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Figure 4-17 Transit responses of the controller under load connections 
(capacitive 20kW, 16000rpm, critical case) 

4.2.1.3 Comparison with benchmark design 

Here we will show some results comparison of new developed controller and one 

benchmark controller. The benchmark controller is an analog controller based on 

the scalar of output voltage.  
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Figure 4-18 Transit response under resistive load change 
(0%~100%~0%, 12,000rpm) 

Controller benchmarkController benchmark
New controllerNew controller

 

Figure 4-19 Transit response under capacitive load change 
(0%~100%~0%, PF=0.95, 16,000rpm) 
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In the typical cases shown in Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19, low frequency oscillation 

is of mechanical origin of the simulation model. Even compared with the 

envelope of old controller result, the performance of new controller gets improved 

greatly. The big spike under capacitive load and high speed is due to the system 

structure limitation. As we have introduced in Chapter 2, during that period 

immediately after a large load connection, the generator is out of control. So the 

capacitive load under high speed is a critical case. The controller design has to 

specially consider this case. 

4.2.2 Experiment results 

In this section, we discuss the experiment process and results of the GCU 

developed before. We will start from the harmonics analysis, simple structure to 

the final three-loop structure. Some comparisons of different results, tuning of 

controller and digital filters and results under different load conditions will be 

extended. 

4.2.2.1 Digital filters configuration 

GeneratorEx field-1
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ContVref Exc+
Rec

iex
Gain

back-emf
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rotor speed

 

Figure 4-20 Block diagram of the proposed controller 

Figure 4-20 shows the block diagram of the controller to be tested. We have four 

feedback variables, exi , di , tv  and RPM  on three loops. The model of control 

object is as shown in Chapter 2.  
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In real circuit, there always are some noise and harmonics due to the 

measurement circuit and intrinsic property of the synchronous machine. Some of 

them need to be removed through digital filters. 

Figure 4-21 shows the excitation current waveform and FFT analysis when the 

generator is running at 12000rpm with fixed excitation input. There are large 

content of harmonics at 9.6 kHz and 2.4 kHz. Considering the pole pairs of 

exciter, main generator and diode rectifier connecting the armature of exciter and 

the field of main generator, 9.6 kHz is the frequency of largest harmonic of 

exciter output and 2.4 kHz is 6 times of main generator output frequency. Based 

on the physical object, it is easy to understand that the largest harmonics content 

of diode rectifier output and main generator output could couple back to the field 

winding of exciter. So for the digital filter configuration, we choose a three-order 

Inverse Chebyshev filter with a 900Hz passband and 2400Hz stopband. Figure 

4-22 is the current waveform and FFT analysis with digital filter applied. 

 

Figure 4-21 Excitation current and its FFT analysis (without digital filter) 
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Figure 4-22 Excitation current and its FFT analysis (with digital filter) 

The harmonics information of tv  is obtained through a softstarting process. Figure 

4-23 shows the output voltage of main generator and its FFT analysis without 

digital filter. It is clearly to see the largest harmonic content is the 6th order 

harmonic. So, we applied a same digital filter to tv  as the one of exi . Figure 4-24 

shows the waveform and its FFT analysis after the filter is applied. 

 

Figure 4-23 Main output voltage and its FFT analysis (without 
digital filter) 
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Figure 4-24 Main output voltage and its FFT analysis (with 
digital filter) 

Based on the sensorless rotor position detection algorithm, the speed information 

could be derived. Figure 4-25 shows the speed information and its FFT analysis 

during a load connection transit, which leads speed drop a little. Since the speed 

information is from PMG, the largest content is related with PMG too. We know 

PMG has 6 pairs of poles and the largest harmonic is 6th order. 

66
60max ⋅⋅=

RPMf harmonic  

Considering during the transit the speed drops a little. So the largest harmonic 

content is a frequency range from 6800Hz to 7200Hz. Because as a mechanical 

parameter, speed information is much slower than electrical information, we 

choose a slower filter for speed signal. It is still a three-order Inverse Chebyshev 

filter with a 200Hz passband and 600Hz stopband. Figure 4-26 shows the speed 

waveform and its FFT analysis with a digital filter applied. 
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Figure 4-25 Speed information and its FFT analysis (without digital filter) 

 

Figure 4-26 Speed information and its FFT analysis (with digital filter) 

Load current is generated when a load connected. The harmonics content 

directly depends on the load conditions. Obviously, the rectifier load will generate 

largest harmonics among all kinds of loads, resistive, capacitive, and inductive 

and rectifier. Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28 show the d-axis component of load 

current and its FFT analysis under rectifier and resistive load respectively. It is 

clearly to see that largest harmonic content of load current under rectifier load is 

6th order of fundamental frequency. The digital filter for load current is a three-

order Inverse Chebyshev filter with a 300Hz passband and 800Hz stopband. 
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Figure 4-29 shows the current under rectifier load and its FFT analysis after a 

digital filter is adopted.  

 

Figure 4-27 di  of load current and its FFT analysis (rectifier 
load and without digital filter) 

 

Figure 4-28 di  of load current and its FFT analysis (resistive 
load and without digital filter) 
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Figure 4-29 di  of load current and its FFT analysis (rectifier 
load and with digital filter) 

4.2.2.2 Controller performance 

As we introduced in ISO1540, the system performance is evaluated under the 

load transit process. The specified range is from 15% to 85% of power rating. 

Due to the lab limitation, we have to reduce the range to 0% to 33% of power 

rating. For most of the following experiment results, the load change is restricted 

to 33%. 

Resistive and capacitive load are typical cases. Especially capacitive load may 

cause stability issue. Here we just show some cases of them. Full experiment 

results will be listed in the appendix. 
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Figure 4-30 Load connection and disconnection under resistive 
load (10kW, 12000rpm) 

 

Figure 4-31 Load connection under capacitive load (0.95lead, 20kW, 16000rpm) 

4.2.2.3 Optimization and tuning process 

As we discussed in Chapter 2, the transfer function of controller is determined 

directly from the parameters of machines. So based on the simulation model and 

results, the controller has a preliminary configuration. 
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However there are some limitations that machine model doesn’t take in account 

such as nonlinearity, reduced order and saturation. So the derived transfer 

function may not fit the system well. In the system testing, some poles and zeros 

are moved to lower frequency for better performance and stability. The final 

transfer function of controller is below: 
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Figure 4-32 shows some comparisons of two controller test results under certain 

load cases. Complete results will be listed in the appendix. 
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(a) Load connection 

 

(b) Load disconnection 

Figure 4-32 Transit responses of two controllers under 
resistive load change (10kW, 12000rpm) 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this thesis, the development of a digital GCU used in brushless synchronous 

generator in aircraft application was presented. 

Based on the literature review of the state of art GCU, digital technology was 

chosen to construct a new GCU instead of analog technology for the next 

generation aircraft. Control approaches adopted was extended in Chapter 2. It is 

a multiloop structure and has model-based characteristics. Outer voltage 

regulator provides basic function of GCU, maintaining a constant voltage at the 

output terminal of main generator. Excitation current regulator is added to change 

the actuator from a voltage source to a current source, which will expedite the 

dynamic process of the system. Additional load current compensator is 

necessary to compensate for different loading conditions, which will provide a 

more uniform environment for outer voltage regulator. 

Based on the analysis of control object, DSP+FPGA based control hardware was 

developed. Each part of hardware design was detailed in Chapter 2. Two kinds of 

software were implemented based on the hardware and control algorithms. 

VHDL language was chosen to make FPGA working and C language was 

chosen to implement the control algorithms discussed in Chapter 2.  

Also a testbed system was designed and constructed in CPES. Due to the lab 

limitation, the system was scaled down to one third of rated power. Complete 

load cases were done according to the ISO1540 and EN2282. Good 

performance was reached as expected compared with simulation and benchmark 

controller.  

Although the new digital GCU was developed as desired, there is still a lot of 

work left for the future research. 

In Chapter 1, the literature review on digital GCU reveals a lot of advantages on 

digital system such as advanced control, additional features and easy tuning. But 
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the reliability is always an important issue inside digital system. With the fast 

development of IC technology, embedded system are applied widely in almost 

every aspect of industry such as process control, telecommunication, avionics 

and appliance. Most often, software is the main source of the system reliability 

problems [43]. However, the software reliability has been so overlooked.  

The actuator is another item that needs to be improved. For the quick 

development, linear power operational amplifier is adopted to power the exciter. 

From the efficiency and power density point of view, pulse width modulation 

(PWM) based power amplifier is a better choice. Although PWM is a most 

popular technology in power supply, it is a relative new face in power amplifier 

field. Especially when high bandwidth is needed, high switching frequency and 

controller design will become difficult, which will be a research issue in the future 

work of digital GCU.  

Some additional functions need further research and development. Since DSP is 

used in this new GCU, some features are easy to add in. As the fast 

development of avionics, it is a trend to use digital communication to connect all 

electrical equipments. So the central computer could have better control on the 

whole system. Protection is a pretty independent topic. Here in this thesis, a 

simple protection scheme is adopted. For the better protection to the generator 

and power system, a better and complete protection approach must be exploited. 
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APPENDIX 
A. Source code of VHDL language 

I. Main program 

--*************************************************************** 
-- 
-- VHDL source code 
-- for FPGA located in Reef-PMC board 
-- Connection between DSP with ADCs,DACs,LEDs,Buttons,Contactors 
-- 
--*************************************************************** 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_1164.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_ARITH.ALL; 
use IEEE.STD_LOGIC_UNSIGNED.ALL; 
--***************************************************************** 
-- Port declaration 
--****************************************************************** 
entity experiment is 
    Port ( 
  clk_in: in std_logic;   --system clock 40MHz 
  reset_all: in std_logic;   --reset signal 
 
  --signals about AD converters in DSP side   
  ms : in std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
  addr : in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 

 data_dsp1 : out std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); 
  data_dsp2 : in std_logic; 
  rdl_in:   in std_logic; 

 wrl_in:   in std_logic; 
 
  -------------------------------------------------- 
   --signals about AD converters in converter side 
   -------------------------------------------------- 
  --converter 1 
  data_ad1:   in std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); 
  irq_in1: in std_logic; 
  rd_out1: out std_logic; 
  wr_out1: out std_logic;      
  cs_out1: out std_logic; 
  stby_out1: out std_logic; 
  convst1: out std_logic; 
 
  --converter 2 
  data_ad2:   in std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); 
  irq_in2: in std_logic; 
  rd_out2: out std_logic; 
  wr_out2: out std_logic;      
  cs_out2: out std_logic; 
  stby_out2: out std_logic; 
  convst2: out std_logic; 
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   --converter 3 
  data_ad3:   in std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); 
  irq_in3: in std_logic; 
  rd_out3: out std_logic; 
  wr_out3: out std_logic;      
  cs_out3: out std_logic; 
  stby_out3: out std_logic; 
  convst3: out std_logic; 
   
  --converter 4 
  data_ad4:   in std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); 
  irq_in4: in std_logic; 
  rd_out4: out std_logic; 
  wr_out4: out std_logic;      
  cs_out4: out std_logic; 
  stby_out4: out std_logic; 
  convst4: out std_logic; 
 
  --signals of DA converter in DSP side 
  tck_in : in std_logic; 
  td_in : in std_logic; 

tfs_in : in std_logic; 
 
  --signals of DA converter in converter side 
  tck_out : out std_logic; 
  td_out : out std_logic; 
  tfs_out : out std_logic; 
  reset_da: out std_logic;  
  out_en_da: out std_logic; 
   
  --signals of LEDs at panel 
  run_led:   out std_logic; 
  load_led: out std_logic; 
  protection_led: out std_logic; 
 
  --singals of push buttons at panel 
  run_button: in std_logic; 
  load_button: in std_logic; 
   
  --signals of the contactors 
  contactor1: out std_logic;        --contactor group 1 
  contactor2: out std_logic         --contactor group 2          
  ); 
end experiment; 
 
architecture Behavioral of experiment is 
 
component CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER 

generic (K: Positive := 18); 
port (CLK_IN: in STD_LOGIC; --high frequency clock input 

CLK_RESET : in STD_LOGIC;  -- Low Active 
CLK_OUT: out STD_LOGIC --divided frequency clock output 

); 
end component; 
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--declaration for clock frequency divider 
for all: CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER use entity 
WORK.CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER(BEHAVIOR); 
 
--internal variables 
signal button_clock: std_logic; 
signal run: std_logic; 
signal load:std_logic; 
signal contactor_en: std_logic; 
 
         
begin 
 
--call of clock frequency divider component 
U1: CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER  

generic map (K => 19)                 -- Divide 40 MHz clock by 2**K. 
port map (CLK_IN => clk_in,         -- Input clock is 40 MHz system clock 
CLK_RESET => reset_all,    -- Clock reset is flags of DSP 
CLK_OUT => button_clock); -- Output is clock for input button 

 
--DSP read process: AD converters, buttons 
 
AD_control:process(ms,addr,wrl_in,rdl_in) 
begin 

case ms is 
when "0111" => 

case addr is 
  --ready signals for A/D converters 
  when "00000000" =>           
   data_dsp1 <= "00000000000" & (irq_in1 or irq_in2 or irq_in3 or irq_in4); 
 

--write the command to convest registers      
  when "00000010" =>  
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in = '1' then 
    convst1 <= data_dsp2; 
    convst2 <= data_dsp2; 
    convst3 <= data_dsp2; 
    convst4 <= data_dsp2; 

else  
   null; 

end if;    
 
  --write to /wr registers 
  when "00000100" => 
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in = '1' then 
    wr_out1 <= data_dsp2; 
    wr_out2 <= data_dsp2; 
    wr_out3 <= data_dsp2; 
    wr_out4 <= data_dsp2; 

else  
   null; 

end if;   
 
  --write to /stby registers 
  when "00000110" => 

  if wrl_in'event and wrl_in = '1' then 
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   stby_out1 <= data_dsp2; 
   stby_out2 <= data_dsp2; 
   stby_out3 <= data_dsp2; 
   stby_out4 <= data_dsp2; 

else  
   null; 

end if; 
 
  --read the A/D conversion results 
  when "00001000" =>     --A/D 1 
   cs_out1 <= rdl_in; 
   rd_out1 <= rdl_in; 
   data_dsp1 <= data_ad1; 
 
  when "00001010" =>     --A/D 2 
   cs_out2 <= rdl_in; 
   rd_out2 <= rdl_in; 
   data_dsp1 <= data_ad2; 
 
  when "00001100" =>     --A/D 3 
   cs_out3 <= rdl_in; 
   rd_out3 <= rdl_in; 
   data_dsp1 <= data_ad3; 
 
  when "00001110" =>     --A/D 4 
   cs_out4 <= rdl_in; 
   rd_out4 <= rdl_in; 
   data_dsp1 <= data_ad4; 
    
  when "01100000" =>  
   data_dsp1 <= "00000000000" & run; 
   
  when "01100010" => 
   data_dsp1 <= "00000000000" & (not run); 
 

when "01110010" => 
   data_dsp1 <= "00000000000" & load; 
 

when others => null; 
end case; 

when others => null; 
end case; 

end process;   
 
--D/A converter control process:  
 
--Serial Port Interface (SPI) configuration 
tck_out <= tck_in; 
td_out <= td_in; 
tfs_out <= tfs_in;    
 
--control signals 
DA_control:process(ms,addr,wrl_in,rdl_in) 
begin 

case ms is  
when "0111" => 
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 case addr is 
  when "01000000" => 
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in ='1' then 
    reset_da <= data_dsp2; 
   else 
    null; 
   end if; 
  when "01000010" => 
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in ='1' then 
    out_en_da <= data_dsp2; 
   else 
    null; 
   end if;      
  when others => 
    null; 

end case; 
when others =>  null; 
end case; 

end process; 
 
--LED indication 
led: process(ms,addr,wrl_in,rdl_in) 
begin 

case ms is 
when "0111" => 

case addr is 
  when "01010000" =>  
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in ='1' then 
    load_led <= data_dsp2;  

else 
null; 

  end if; 
  when "01010010" => 
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in ='1' then 
    run_led <= data_dsp2; 
   else null; 
    end if; 
  when "01010110" => 
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in ='1' then 
    protection_led <= data_dsp2; 
   else null; 
    end if; 
  when others => null; 
  end case; 
 when others => null; 

end case; 
end process; 
 
--remove spike by usinga slow clock signal 
panel: process(reset_all,button_clock) 
begin 
 if reset_all='0' then 
  run <= '0'; 
  load <= '0'; 
 elsif button_clock'event and button_clock='1' then 
  run <=run_button; 
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  load <=load_button; 
 end if; 
end process; 
 
  
--Load contactors control  
contactor:process(reset_all,ms,addr,wrl_in) 
begin 

case ms is 
when "0111" => 

case addr is 
  when "01110000" =>   
   if wrl_in'event and wrl_in = '1' then 
    contactor_en <= data_dsp2; 

else  
    null; 

end if;    
  when others => null; 

end case; 
 when others => null; 

end case; 
 

if reset_all='0' then 
contactor1 <= '1';  --disconnect the load 

  contactor2 <= '1';  --disconnect the load 
else 

  contactor1 <= not(load and contactor_en); 
  contactor2 <= '1';         

end if;  
end process;       
end Behavioral; 
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B. Frequency divider program 

library IEEE; 
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 
use IEEE.numeric_std.all; 
use IEEE.std_logic_unsigned.all; 
 
entity CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER is 

generic (K: Positive := 1); 
port (CLK_IN  : in STD_LOGIC; 

CLK_RESET : in STD_LOGIC; -- Low Active 
CLK_OUT: out STD_LOGIC); 

end CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER; 
 
architecture BEHAVIOR of CLOCK_FREQUENCY_DIVIDER is 
begin 
 
P1: process(CLK_IN, CLK_RESET) 
variable CLOCK: Std_Logic_Vector (K downto 1); 
begin 

-- CLK reset 
-- The following statement is for debugging only. 
-- assert false report "Entering CLOCK_FREQUENCE_DIVIDER"; 
if CLK_RESET = '0' then 

for I in 1 to K loop 
CLOCK(I) := '0'; 

end loop; 
-- Frequency divider based on an up-counter 
elsif (CLK_IN'EVENT and CLK_IN ='1') then 

CLOCK := CLOCK+1; 
end if; 
CLK_OUT <= CLOCK(K); 

end process;  
end BEHAVIOR; 
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C. Source code of C language 
I. Head file 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// 
//Head file for digital GCU 
//Dec20, 2003 
//emulation file 
// modify scaling factor of ADC and DAC channels to fit the new sampling board Oct8,2004 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
#ifndef _GCU_HEADFILE_ 
#define _GCU_HEADFILE_ 
 
//an I/O write and read definition 
#ifndef SetIO 
#define SetIO(addr,val)   (* (volatile int *)addr) =(val) 
#define GetIO(addr)       (* (volatile int *)addr) 
#endif 
 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
// 
// memory-mapped registers addresses 
// 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
 
//******************************************************** 
// control signals of AD converters 
//******************************************************** 
static unsigned int * const irq_ad = (unsigned int *)(0x3800000);  //busy signal 
static unsigned int * const convst_ad = (unsigned int *)(0x3800002); //start conversion signal 
static unsigned int * const wr_ad = (unsigned int *)(0x3800004);  //write/read signal 
static unsigned int * const stby_ad = (unsigned int *)(0x3800006);  //standby signal 
static unsigned int * const data_ad1 = (unsigned int *)(0x3800008);  //data of AD 1 
static unsigned int * const data_ad2 = (unsigned int *)(0x380000A);  //data of AD 2 
static unsigned int * const data_ad3 = (unsigned int *)(0x380000C);  //data of AD 3 
static unsigned int * const data_ad4 = (unsigned int *)(0x380000E);  //data of AD 4 
static unsigned int * const cs_ad1 = (unsigned int *)(0x3800010);  //chip select signal of AD1 
static unsigned int * const cs_ad2 = (unsigned int *)(0x3800012);  //chip select signal of AD2 
static unsigned int * const cs_ad3 = (unsigned int *)(0x3800014);  //chip select signal of AD3 
static unsigned int * const cs_ad4 = (unsigned int *)(0x3800016);  //chip select signal of AD4 
 
//******************************************************** 
// control signals of DA converters 
//******************************************************** 
static unsigned int * const reset_da = (unsigned int *)(0x3800040);  //reset signal for DAC 
static unsigned int * const out_en = (unsigned int *)(0x3800042);  //enable signal for DAC 
 
//******************************************************** 
// LED signals of panel 
//******************************************************** 
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static unsigned int * const load_led = (unsigned int *)(0x3800050);  //load contactor indication 
static unsigned int * const run_led = (unsigned int *)(0x3800052);  //run, stop indication 
static unsigned int * const protection_led = (unsigned int *)(0x3800056); //protection indication 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Pushbutton signals of panel 
//********************************************************       
static unsigned int * const run_button = (unsigned int *)(0x3800060);  //run input button 
static unsigned int * const stop_button = (unsigned int *)(0x3800062);  //stop input button 
static unsigned int * const load_contactor = (unsigned int *)(0x3800072); //load control contactor 
button 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Load control contactor enable signal 
//********************************************************  
static unsigned int * const contactor_en = (unsigned int *)(0x3800070);  //load contactor enable 
signal 
 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
// 
// Constants definition 
// 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Scale factors for input channels 
//******************************************************** 
static const float CoeAD_ch1=8.9587; //Vc, phase C of main generator 
static const float CoeAD_ch2=1;  //Vdc1, 
static const float CoeAD_ch3=1;  //Vdc2 
static const float CoeAD_ch4=11;  //Void 
 
static const float CoeAD_ch5=11.7105; //Vab,line-line of PMG 
static const float CoeAD_ch6=11.7349; //Vcb,line-line of PMG 
static const float CoeAD_ch7=8.9735; //Va, phase A of main generator, Rl=1.794k,Rh=39.15 
static const float CoeAD_ch8=8.9609;    //Vb, phase B of main generator 
 
static const float CoeAD_ch9=265;  //Ibpm, phase B of PMG 
static const float CoeAD_ch10=265; //Icpm, phase C of PMG 
static const float CoeAD_ch11=309.248; //Idc2, 12A setting of LA25-NP 
static const float CoeAD_ch12=1;  //Idc1 
 
//LT100-P 
static const float CoeAD_ch13=26.5011; //Ic, phase C of main generator 
static const float CoeAD_ch14=26.5830; //Ib, phase B of main generator 
static const float CoeAD_ch15=26.5974; //Ia. phase A of main generator 
static const float CoeAD_ch16=1;  //Iapm,phase A of PMG 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Scale factors for output channels 
//******************************************************** 
static const float CoeDA=64.0; 
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//******************************************************** 
// The max output analog value 
//******************************************************** 
static const float MaxOut=20,MinOut=-10; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the zero inilization value of DAC 
//******************************************************** 
static const int Zeropoint=0x800; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// The reference input to the system 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Vtrefin=115; 
 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
// 
// coefficients of the Transfer functions (controller,digital filter) 
// 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the Inverse Cheyshev Filter for Vt:  
// G(s)=(s^2+3.2159e8)/[(6.631e-5s+0.6811)*(s^2+7.657e3s+7.945e7)] 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z40=0.05479;  //numerator 
static const float Z41=0.1644;  //numerator 
static const float Z42=0.1644;  //numerator 
static const float Z43=0.05479;  //numerator 
 
static const float P40=-13.105;  //denominator   
static const float P41=46.743;  //denominator 
static const float P42=-56.211;  //denominator 
static const float P43=23.011;  //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the Inverse Cheyshev Filter for Iex:  
// G(s)=(s^2+3.2159e8)/[(6.631e-5s+0.6811)*(s^2+7.657e3s+7.945e7)] 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z50=0.05479;  //numerator 
static const float Z51=0.1644;  //numerator 
static const float Z52=0.1644;  //numerator 
static const float Z53=0.05479;  //numerator 
 
static const float P50=-13.105;  //denominator 
static const float P51=46.743;  //denominator 
static const float P52=-56.211;  //denominator 
static const float P53=23.011;  //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the Inverse Cheyshev Filter for RPM:  
// G(s)=(s^2+1.92376E7)/[(2.71133E-4s+0.6811)*(s^2+1.87283E3s+4.75306E6)]:  
// Wp=220,Wa=587,gg=0.97,d=0.06 
//******************************************************** 
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static const float Z70=0.00032815;  //numerator 
static const float Z71=0.000984451; //numerator 
static const float Z72=0.000984451; //numerator 
static const float Z73=0.00032815;  //numerator 
 
static const float P70=-6.63391;  //denominator 
static const float P71=20.8174;  //denominator 
static const float P72=-21.79511;  //dnominator 
static const float P73=7.61424;  //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the Inverse Cheyshev Filter for Idq:  
// G(s)=(s^2+3.57318E7)/[(1.98944E-4s+0.6811)*(s^2+2.5524E3s+8.82829E6)]:   
// Wp=300,Wa=800,gg=0.97,d=0.06 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z80=0.000608571; //numerator 
static const float Z81=0.00182571;  //numerator 
static const float Z82=0.00182571;  //numerator 
static const float Z83=0.000608571; //numerator 
 
static const float P80=-4.74722;  //denominator 
static const float P81=15.13507;  //denominator 
static const float P82=-16.1111;  //denominator 
static const float P83=5.72812;  //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the softstart TF: 
// G(s)=1/(0.01s+1) 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z10=0;   //numerator 
static const float Z11=0.0031201;  //numerator 
 
static const float P10=-0.99688;  //denominator 
static const float P11=1.0;   //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the softstart Vt regulator: 
// G(s)=(0.7/s)*(1/10s+1)/(1/10000s+1) 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z20=0;   //numerator 
static const float Z21=-0.018784;  //numerator 
static const float Z22=0.01879;  //numerator 
 
static const float P20=0.731616;  //denominator 
static const float P21=-1.731616;  //denominator 
static const float P22=1;   //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the softstart Id regulator: 
// G(s)=0.0069*(1/1186s+1)/(1/750s+1) 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z60=-0.00426233;  //numerator 
static const float Z61=0.00442217;  //numerator 
 
static const float P60=-0.976835;  //denominator 
static const float P61=1;   //denominator 
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//******************************************************** 
// the coefficients of the softstart Iex regulator: 
// G(s)=10*(1/43s+1)/(1/430s+1) 
//******************************************************** 
static const float Z30=-98.665238;  //numerator 
static const float Z31=98.798714;  //numerator 
 
static const float P30=-0.986652;  //denominator 
static const float P31=1;   //denominator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Constants used in rotor position detection of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
static const float  R=0.525;  //phase resistance of PMG 
static const float  L=0.00034;  //phase inductance of PMG 
static const float  KE=0.006234*6.0;//back-EMF constant 
static const float  DT=0.00003125; //calculation frequency 32000Hz 
static const float  NP=6.0;   //pole pairs of PMG 
static const float  PI=3.1415926;  //PI 
static const float  theta_disp=0.19635; //rotor displacement between PMG and main generator 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Recording density parameter 
//******************************************************** 
static const int record_density=2; 
 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
// 
// variables definition 
// 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
 
//******************************************************** 
// commands 
//******************************************************** 
 
int run_cmd; 
int stop_cmd=1; 
int prot_cmd=0; 
 
int load_cmd=0; 
int load_cmd_pre; 
int data_recording_cmd; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Voltage protection counter 
//******************************************************** 
float prot_count; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Output analog signal(integer format) 
//******************************************************** 
int DAint; 
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//******************************************************** 
// Input analog signal(integer format) 
//******************************************************** 
int   data1,data2,data3,data4; 
int   data5,data6,data7,data8; 
int   data9,data10,data11,data12; 
int   data13,data14,data15,data16;  //variables for inputs just got from AD converters 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Input analog signal(float format) 
//******************************************************** 
float Vab_pm,Vabpm_present,Vabpm_pre,Vabpm_pre2; //Vab: line-line voltages of PMG 
float Vbc_pm,Vbcpm_present,Vbcpm_pre,Vbcpm_pre2; //Vbc: line-line voltages of PMG 
float Vca_pm;                                       //Vca: line-line voltages of PMG 
 
float Ia_pm,Iapm_present,Iapm_pre,Iapm_pre2;  //Ia: phase a current of PMG 
float Ib_pm,Ibpm_present,Ibpm_pre,Ibpm_pre2;  //Ib: phase b current of PMG 
float Ic_pm,Icpm_present,Icpm_pre,Icpm_pre2;  //Ic: phase c current of PMG 
 
float Va,Vb,Vc;   //three phase voltages of main generator 
float Ia,Ib,Ic;   //three phase currents of main generator 
float Vdc1,Vdc2;   //dc voltages of amplifier 
float Idc1,Idc2;   //dc currents of amplifier 
 
//******************************************************** 
// sampling period:T 
//******************************************************** 
float T=0.00003125; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// The variables of Inverse Chebychev filters for excitation current 
//******************************************************** 
float Iex,Iex_pre,Iex_pre2,Iex_pre3; 
float Iexout,Iexout_pre,Iexout_pre2,Iexout_pre3; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// The variables of Inverse Chebychev filters for amplitude of the main generator 
//******************************************************** 
float Vt,Vt_pre,Vt_pre2,Vt_pre3;                          
float Vtout,Vtout_pre,Vtout_pre2,Vtout_pre3; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// The variables of Inverse Chebychev filters for mechanical speed 
//******************************************************** 
float Rpm,Rpm_pre,Rpm_pre2,Rpm_pre3; 
float Rpmout,Rpmout_pre,Rpmout_pre2,Rpmout_pre3;          
 
//******************************************************** 
// The variables of Inverse Chebychev filters for Id of load current 
//******************************************************** 
float Id,Id_pre,Id_pre2,Id_pre3; 
float Idin,Idin_pre,Idin_pre2,Idin_pre3; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// The variables of Inverse Chebychev filters for Iq of load current 
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//******************************************************** 
float Iq,Iq_pre,Iq_pre2,Iq_pre3; 
float Iqin,Iqin_pre,Iqin_pre2,Iqin_pre3 
 
//******************************************************** 
// The variables of Inverse Chebychev filters for main generator position 
//******************************************************** 
float theta_gen; 
 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
// 
// variables used in rotor position detection of PMG 
// 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
 
//******************************************************** 
// back-EMF spatial distribution 
//******************************************************** 
float eat_pre=0.0,eat_present; 
float ebt_pre=0.0,ebt_present; 
float ect_pre=0.0,ect_present; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Flux linkage 
//******************************************************** 
float psi_a_pre=0.0,psi_a_present; 
float psi_b_pre=0.0,psi_b_present; 
float psi_c_pre=0.0,psi_c_present; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Incremental flux linkage 
//******************************************************** 
float d_psi_a_present; 
float d_psi_b_present; 
float d_psi_c_present; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Theta of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
float theta_pre=0.0,theta_present=0.0; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Incremental theta of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
float d_theta_pre,d_theta_present; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Speed of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
float omega_present;              
 
//******************************************************** 
// Phase voltage of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
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float Va_pm,Vb_pm,Vc_pm;           
 
//******************************************************** 
// Phase current of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
float Ia_pmpre=0.0,Ib_pmpre=0.0,Ic_pmpre=0.0; 
 
 
//******************************************************** 
// combination of three phase flux linkage and back-EMF spatial distribution respectively 
//******************************************************** 
float nutesinc_pre, detesinc_pre; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Synchronization point between PMG and main Gen 
//******************************************************** 
float Syn_point1,Syn_point2,Syn_point3;    
 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
// 
// variables used in the control transfer function 
// 
//********************************************************************** 
//********************************************************************** 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Softstart 
//******************************************************** 
float Vtrefin_pre;                                       //input 
float Vtrefout,Vtrefout_pre;                              //output 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Vt regulator 
//******************************************************** 
float Vexrefin,Vexrefin_pre,Vexrefin_pre2;             //input 
float Iexrefout,Iexrefout_pre,Iexrefout_pre2;          //output 
float Rpm_coe; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Id compensator 
//******************************************************** 
float Idout,Idout_pre; 
float Iqin; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Iex regulator 
//******************************************************** 
float Iexin,Iexin_pre;   //input 
float Vexout,Vexout_pre;  //output 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Synchronization flag 
//******************************************************** 
static int synchr_theta=0; 
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//******************************************************** 
// Data array for data recording 
//******************************************************** 
float Vt_arr[5300]; 
float Idin_arr[5300]; 
float Iexout_arr[5300]; 
float Vexout_arr[5300]; 
float rpm_arr[5300]; 
float Iqin_arr[5300]; 
 
int   index=0; 
int   recorddensity_index=0; 
 
//******************************************************** 
// temperary variable 
//******************************************************** 
int i; 
 
#endif 
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II. Main file 

//**************************************************************************** 
// 
// Main file for digital GCU 
// Dec20, 2003 
// emulation file 
// simplified file to reduce the execution time of timer interrupt 
// single amplifier, dual power supply 
// for the Adding Load test of Id loops 
// add Inverse Chebyshev filter on Vt and Iex 
// synchronize the angles of the PMG and the Main Gen without Id effect 
// with Id effect 
// with Speed(omega) effect 
// adjust the control TF and the filter TF to minimize the effect of the harmonics 
// modify scaling factor of ADC and DAC channels to fit the new sampling board Oct8,2004 
// 
//**************************************************************************** 
 
//******************************************************** 
// libray used in this program 
//******************************************************** 
 
#include <def21160.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <sysreg.h> 
#include "sport.h" 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <21160.h> 
#include "gcu.h" 
#include "GCU_HEAD.h" 
#include <filters.h> 
 
//******************************************************** 
// ISR 
//******************************************************** 
void  timer_handler() 
   {  
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
// analog sampling 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
   
 SetIO(convst_ad,0x0);          //convst_ad='0' 
 if(GetIO(irq_ad)==0)           //if the conversion complete? 
  { 
//******************************************************** 
// A/D converter 1 
//********************************************************    
  data1=GetIO(data_ad1);        //first data: Iex 
  data2=GetIO(data_ad1);     //second data: Ic 
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  data3=GetIO(data_ad1);    //third data: Ib 
  data4=GetIO(data_ad1);    //forth data: Ia 
 
//******************************************************** 
// A/D converter 2 
//******************************************************** 
  data5=GetIO(data_ad2);        //fifth data 
  data6=GetIO(data_ad2);     //sixth data; 
  data7=GetIO(data_ad2);    //seventh data 
  data8=GetIO(data_ad2);    //eighth data 
    
//******************************************************** 
// A/D converter 3 
//******************************************************** 
  data9=GetIO(data_ad3);        //fifth data 
  data10=GetIO(data_ad3);    //sixth data; 
  data11=GetIO(data_ad3);    //seventh data: Vc 
  data12=GetIO(data_ad3);    //eighth data: Vb 
 
//******************************************************** 
// A/D converter 4 
//******************************************************** 
  data13=GetIO(data_ad4);        //fifth data: Va 
  data14=GetIO(data_ad4);    //sixth data:  Vbcpm 
  data15=GetIO(data_ad4);    //seventh data: Vabpm 
  data16=GetIO(data_ad4);    //eighth data 
 
 
//******************************************************** 
// start next A/D conversion 
//********************************************************     
  SetIO(convst_ad,0x1000);        
  } 
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
//  preliminary processing of sampled data 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 1----Vc 
// convert 2's compliment to float 
//******************************************************** 
 if (data1>=0x800) 
  Vc= -((~(data1-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch1;   
 else 
     Vc=data1/CoeAD_ch1; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 2 ---Vdc1 
//******************************************************** 
 /*      
 if (data2>=0x800)             
  Vdc1= -((~(data2-1)) & 0xfff-1)/CoeAD_ch2; 
 else   
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  Vdc1=data2/CoeAD_ch2; 
 */ 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 3------Vdc2 
//********************************************************  
 /* 

if (data3>=0x800)            / 
  Vdc2= -((~(data3-1)) & 0xfff-1)/CoeAD_ch3;   
 else   
  Vdc2=data3/CoeAD_ch3; 
 */ 
  
//********************************************************   
// channel 4-------Void 
//******************************************************** 
 /* 

if (data4>=0x800) 
  Ia= -(~ (data4-1) & 0xfff-1)/CoeAD_ch4; 
 else   
  Ia=data4/CoeAD_ch4; 
 */ 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 5------Vabpm 
//******************************************************** 

if (data5>=0x800) 
  Vabpm_present= -((~(data5-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch5; 
 else   
  Vabpm_present=(data5)/CoeAD_ch5; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 6------Vcbpm 
//********************************************************           

if (data6>=0x800) 
  Vbcpm_present= ((~(data6-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch6; 
 else   
  Vbcpm_present= -(data6)/CoeAD_ch6; 
 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 7------Va 
//******************************************************** 

if (data7>=0x800) 
  Va= -((~(data7-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch7; 
 else   
  Va= (data7)/CoeAD_ch7; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 8------Vb 
//******************************************************** 

if (data8>=0x800) 
  Vb= -((~(data8-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch8; 
 else   
  Vb= (data8)/CoeAD_ch8; 
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//********************************************************   
// channel 9------Ibpm 
//******************************************************** 

if (data9>=0x800) 
  Ibpm_present= -((~(data9-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch9; 
 else   
  Ibpm_present= (data9-6)/CoeAD_ch9; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 10------Icpm 
//********************************************************  

if (data10>=0x800) 
  Icpm_present= -((~(data10-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch10; 
 else   
  Icpm_present= (data10-6)/CoeAD_ch10; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 11------Idc2-Iex 
//******************************************************** 

if (data11>=0x800) 
  Iex= ((~(data11-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch11+0.012; 
 else   
  Iex=-(data11)/CoeAD_ch11; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 12------Idc1 
//******************************************************** 
 /* 

if (data12>=0x800) 
  Idc1= -((~(data12-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch12; 
 else   
  Idc1=(data12)/CoeAD_ch12; 
 */ 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 13----Ic 
//******************************************************** 

if (data13>=0x800) 
  Ic= -((~(data13-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch13; 
 else   
  Ic=(data13-3)/CoeAD_ch13; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 14----Ib 
//******************************************************** 

if (data14>=0x800) 
  Ib= -((~(data14-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch14; 
 else   
  Ib=(data14-4)/CoeAD_ch14; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 15----Ia 
//******************************************************** 

if (data15>=0x800) 
  Ia= -((~(data15-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch15; 
 else   
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  Ia=(data15)/CoeAD_ch15; 
 
//********************************************************   
// channel 16----Iapm 
//******************************************************** 

if (data16>=0x800) 
  Iapm_present= -((~(data16-1)) & 0xfff)/CoeAD_ch16; 
 else   
  Iapm_present=(data16-11)/CoeAD_ch16; 
 
//********************************************************   
// Calculate the amplitude of main generator output voltage 
//********************************************************      

Vt=sqrtf((Va-0.5*Vb-0.5*Vc)*(Va-0.5*Vb-0.5*Vc)+(Vc*0.866-Vb*0.866)*(Vc*0.866-
Vb*0.866))*2.0/3.0*0.7071;  //amplitude of the main generator 

 
//********************************************************   
// inverse Chebyshev filter on Vt 
//******************************************************** 

Vtout=(Z43*Vt+Z42*Vt_pre+Z41*Vt_pre2+Z40*Vt_pre3-P42*Vtout_pre-P41*Vtout_pre2-
P40*Vtout_pre3)/P43; 

 
Vt_pre3=Vt_pre2; 
Vt_pre2=Vt_pre; 
Vt_pre=Vt; 
Vtout_pre3=Vtout_pre2; 
Vtout_pre2=Vtout_pre; 
Vtout_pre=Vtout; 

 
//********************************************************   
// determine the protection counter 
//******************************************************** 

if (Vtout>=135) 
prot_count=prot_count+0.00003125;                

if (prot_count>=5) 
prot_cmd=1; 

 
//********************************************************   
// inverse Chebyshev filter on Iex  
//******************************************************** 

Iexout=(Z53*Iex+Z52*Iex_pre+Z51*Iex_pre2+Z50*Iex_pre3-P52*Iexout_pre-P51*Iexout_pre2-
P50*Iexout_pre3)/P53;   

Iex_pre3=Iex_pre2; 
Iex_pre2=Iex_pre; 
Iex_pre=Iex; 
Iexout_pre3=Iexout_pre2; 
Iexout_pre2=Iexout_pre; 
Iexout_pre=Iexout; 

 
//********************************************************   
// Voltage of PMG 
//******************************************************** 

Vab_pm=(Vabpm_present+Vabpm_pre+Vabpm_pre2)/3.0; 
Vbc_pm=(Vbcpm_present+Vbcpm_pre+Vbcpm_pre2)/3.0; 
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Vc_pm=(Vbc_pm-Vab_pm)/3.0; //change the sequence of Vabcpm in order to get a positive 
angle 
Vb_pm=(-Vab_pm-2*Vbc_pm)/3.0; 
Va_pm=-Vb_pm-Vc_pm; 
 
Vabpm_pre2=Vabpm_pre; 
Vabpm_pre=Vabpm_present; 
Vbcpm_pre2=Vbcpm_pre; 
Vbcpm_pre=Vbcpm_present; 

 
//********************************************************   
// Current of PMG 
//********************************************************     

Ia_pm=0;//(Iapm_present+Iapm_pre+Iapm_pre2)/3.0; 
Ib_pm=0;//(Ibpm_present+Ibpm_pre+Ibpm_pre2)/3.0; 
Ic_pm=0;//(Icpm_present+Icpm_pre+Icpm_pre2)/3.0;  

 
Iapm_pre2=Iapm_pre; 
Iapm_pre=Iapm_present; 

 
Ibpm_pre2=Ibpm_pre; 
Ibpm_pre=Ibpm_present; 

      
Icpm_pre2=Icpm_pre; 
Icpm_pre=Icpm_present; 

       
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
// Rotor Position Detection of PMG 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
 
//********************************************************   
// Incremental flux linkage 
//********************************************************    
 d_psi_a_present=-(Va_pm-R*Ia_pm)*DT-L*(Ia_pm-Ia_pmpre);      //phase A   
 d_psi_b_present=-(Vb_pm-R*Ib_pm)*DT-L*(Ib_pm-Ib_pmpre);      //phase B 
 d_psi_c_present=-(Vc_pm-R*Ic_pm)*DT-L*(Ic_pm-Ic_pmpre);      //phase C 
        
 Ia_pmpre=Ia_pm; 
 Ib_pmpre=Ib_pm; 
 Ic_pmpre=Ic_pm; 
 
//********************************************************   
// Absolute flux linkage 
//********************************************************     
 /* 
 psi_a_present=psi_a_pre+d_psi_a_present;                     //phase A 
 psi_b_present=psi_b_pre+d_psi_b_present;                     //phase B 
 psi_c_present=psi_c_pre+d_psi_c_present;                     //phase C 
   
 psi_a_pre=psi_a_present; 
 psi_b_pre=psi_b_present; 
 psi_c_pre=psi_c_present; 
 */ 
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//********************************************************   
// calculate the average three-phase value 
//******************************************************** 
 nutesinc_pre=d_psi_a_present*ebt_pre+d_psi_b_present*ect_pre+d_psi_c_present*eat_pre; 
 detesinc_pre=eat_pre*ebt_pre+ebt_pre*ect_pre+ect_pre*eat_pre; 
 
 
//********************************************************   
// Incremental angle 
//********************************************************    
 if (detesinc_pre==0) 
 d_theta_present=d_theta_pre; 
 else      
 d_theta_present=-(NP/KE)*(nutesinc_pre/detesinc_pre); 
 
//********************************************************   
// Absolute angle 
//********************************************************   
 theta_present=theta_pre+d_theta_present; 
 if (theta_present >=(6*PI)) 
 theta_present=theta_present-6*PI; 

else if (theta_present <=(-6*PI)) 
 theta_present=theta_present+6*PI;  
 
 theta_pre=theta_present; 
 
//********************************************************   
// Speed in rad/sec 
//******************************************************** 
 omega_present=d_theta_present/DT; 
 
//********************************************************   
// Back-EMF spatial distribution 
//********************************************************      
 eat_present=sin(theta_present); 
 ebt_present=sin(theta_present-2.094395);   //2.0*PI/3.0); 
 ect_present=sin(theta_present+2.094395);    //2.0*PI/3.0); 
     
 eat_pre=eat_present; 
 ebt_pre=ebt_present; 
 ect_pre=ect_present; 
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
// Run state 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
 

if (run_cmd==1 && prot_cmd==0) 
    { 
//********************************************************   
// enable the load contactor control 
//******************************************************** 
  SetIO(contactor_en,0x1000); 
   
//********************************************************   
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// Synchronization between PMG and main generator 
//********************************************************      
  if (synchr_theta==1) 
   theta_gen=theta_present/3+theta_disp; 
  else 
   {  
   if (Vtout>Syn_range) 
    { 
//********************************************************   
//  Synchronization points 
//********************************************************              
    Syn_point1=1.4142*Vtout*sin(theta_present/3.0+theta_disp)-Va; 
   Syn_point2=1.4142*Vtout*sin(theta_present/3.0+2.094395+theta_disp)-Va; 
    Syn_point3=1.4142*Vtout*sin(theta_present/3.0+4.18879+theta_disp)-
Va; 
    
//********************************************************   
// Synchronization process 
//********************************************************             
      if(abs(Syn_point1)<Syn_threshold) 
       { 
       theta_gen=theta_present/3+theta_disp; 
       synchr_theta=1; 
       } 
      else if(abs(Syn_point2)<Syn_threshold) 
       { 
       theta_pre=theta_present+6.2831853; 
       theta_gen=theta_present/3+2.094395+theta_disp;     
//2.094395+1.528; 
       synchr_theta=1;                
       } 
      else if(abs(Syn_point3)<Syn_threshold) 
       { 
       theta_pre=theta_present+12.5663701; 
       theta_gen=theta_present/3+4.18879+theta_disp;      
//4.18879+1.528 
       synchr_theta=1; 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    if (theta_gen>6.28319) 
     theta_gen=theta_gen-6.28319; 
//********************************************************   
//  inverse Chebyshev filter on RPM  
//******************************************************** 
    Rpm=omega_present*1.59155;       // 60/(2*2*pi*3)=1.59155 
    Rpmout=(Z73*Rpm+Z72*Rpm_pre+Z71*Rpm_pre2+Z70*Rpm_pre3-
P72*Rpmout_pre-P71*Rpmout_pre2-P70*Rpmout_pre3)/P73;   
     
    Rpm_pre3=Rpm_pre2; 
    Rpm_pre2=Rpm_pre; 
    Rpm_pre=Rpm; 
    Rpmout_pre3=Rpmout_pre2; 
    Rpmout_pre2=Rpmout_pre; 
    Rpmout_pre=Rpmout; 
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//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
//  Controller 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
 
//********************************************************   
//  softstart 
//******************************************************** 
   Vtrefout=(Z11*Vtrefin+Z10*Vtrefin_pre-P10*Vtrefout_pre)/P11; 
    
   Vtrefin_pre=Vtrefin;              
   Vtrefout_pre=Vtrefout; 
 
//********************************************************   
//  Vt regulator 
//******************************************************** 
   if (synchr_theta==1) 
    { 
    Rpm_coe=16000/Rpmout*16000/Rpmout; 
    Vexrefin=Rpm_coe*(Vtrefout-Vtout); 
    } 
   else 
    Vexrefin=Vtrefout-Vtout; 
    Iexrefout=(Z22*Vexrefin+Z21*Vexrefin_pre+Z20*Vexrefin_pre2-
P21*Iexrefout_pre-P20*Iexrefout_pre2)/P22; 
    
    Vexrefin_pre2=Vexrefin_pre; 
    Vexrefin_pre=Vexrefin; 
    Iexrefout_pre2=Iexrefout_pre; 

Iexrefout_pre=Iexrefout; 
 
//********************************************************   
//  Id compensator 
//******************************************************** 
   if (synchr_theta==1) 
    { 
//    Iq=(Ia*sin(theta_gen)+Ib*sin(theta_gen-
2.094395)+Ic*sin(theta_gen+2.094395))*0.6667;   //(2/3) 
    Id=-(Ia*cos(theta_gen)+Ib*cos(theta_gen-
2.094395)+Ic*cos(theta_gen+2.094395))*0.6667;   //(2/3) 
//chebyshev filter on Idq 
    Idin=(Z83*Id+Z82*Id_pre+Z81*Id_pre2+Z80*Id_pre3-P82*Idin_pre-
P81*Idin_pre2-P80*Idin_pre3)/P83; 
//    Iqin=(Z83*Iq+Z82*Iq_pre+Z81*Iq_pre2+Z80*Iq_pre3-P82*Iqin_pre-
P81*Iqin_pre2-P80*Iqin_pre3)/P83;         
    } 
   Idout=(Idin*Z61+Idin_pre*Z60-Idout_pre*P60)/P61; 
    
   Id_pre3=Id_pre2; 
   Id_pre2=Id_pre; 
   Id_pre=Id; 
   Idin_pre3=Idin_pre2; 
   Idin_pre2=Idin_pre; 
   Idin_pre=Idin; 

/* 
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  Iq_pre3=Iq_pre2; 
   Iq_pre2=Iq_pre; 
   Iq_pre=Iq; 
   Iqin_pre3=Iqin_pre2; 
   Iqin_pre2=Iqin_pre; 
   Iqin_pre=Iqin; 
   */ 
 
   Idout_pre=Idout; 
   
//********************************************************   
//  Iex regulator 
//********************************************************        
   
   Iexin=Iexrefout+Idout-Iexout;       //Iexin=Iexrefout-Iexout;          

Vexout=(Iexin*Z31+Iexin_pre*Z30-Vexout_pre*P30)/P31; 
 

Iexin_pre=Iexin; 
 Vexout_pre=Vexout; 

 
//********************************************************   
//  Output limit 
//********************************************************         

if (Vexout>MaxOut) 
DAint=MaxOut*CoeDA+0x800;  //Vexout=MaxOut;  

else if (Vexout<MinOut) 
DAint=MinOut*CoeDA+0x800;  //Vexout=MinOut;         

else 
DAint=Vexout*CoeDA+0x800; 

 
//********************************************************   
//  Output to DAC 
//********************************************************             

    while(GetIO(STCTL1) & 0xC0000000); 
   SetIO(TX1,0x1000+DAint); 
   
//********************************************************   
//  determine when to record the data:  
//  this is for the adding load case 
//********************************************************  

if(load_cmd==1 && load_cmd_pre==0)     //rising edge of the load contactor 
data_recording_cmd=1; 
load_cmd_pre=load_cmd; 

 
if(data_recording_cmd==1) 

{ 
recorddensity_index++; 
if (recorddensity_index==record_density) 

{ 
recorddensity_index=0;  

     if (index<=5299) 
      { 
      Vt_arr[index]=Vtout; 
      Iexout_arr[index]=Iexout; 
      Vexout_arr[index]=Vexout; 
      Idin_arr[index]=Idin; 
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      Iqin_arr[index]=Iqin; 
      rpm_arr[index]=Rpmout; 
      } 

index++;      
 //increase index 

     if(index==5300) 
      index=5300;                       //stop the recording 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   
//********************************************************   
//  Panel indication 
//******************************************************** 
  SetIO(run_led,0x1000); 
  SetIO(protection_led,0);   
      
  if(load_cmd==1) 
   SetIO(load_led,0x1000); 
  else 
   SetIO(load_led,0); 
 } 
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
//  Stop state 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
  
  if (stop_cmd==1 && prot_cmd==0)                      //execution during stop state 
   { 
//******************************************************** 
//  disconnect the load 
//******************************************************** 
   if(DAint==0x800) 
    SetIO(contactor_en,0); 
  
//******************************************************** 
//  disconnect the excitation 
//******************************************************** 
   if(DAint>0x800) 
    DAint=DAint-1; 
   else 
    DAint=Zeropoint; 
   while(GetIO(STCTL1) & 0xC0000000); 
   SetIO(TX1,0x1000+DAint); 
   
//********************************************************   
//  Panel indication 
//******************************************************** 
   SetIO(load_led,0); 
   SetIO(run_led,0x0); 
   SetIO(protection_led,0); 
 
//********************************************************   
//  update the variables at the stop state 
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//********************************************************          
          
//********************************************************   
//  softstart 
//******************************************************** 
   Vtrefin_pre=0;        
   Vtrefout=0;       
   Vtrefout_pre=0; 
 
//********************************************************   
//  Vt loop 
//******************************************************** 
   Vexrefin=0; 
   Vexrefin_pre=0; 
   Vexrefin_pre2=0;            
                
   Iexrefout=0; 
   Iexrefout_pre=0; 

Iexrefout_pre2=0;             
 
//********************************************************   
//  Id loop 
//******************************************************** 

  Idin_pre=0; 
   Idin=0; 

dout_pre=0; 
Idout=0; 

 
//********************************************************   
//  Synchronization flag 
//******************************************************** 

synchr_theta=0; 
 
//********************************************************   
//  Iex loop 
//********************************************************           
   Iexin=0; 
   Iexin_pre=0; 
   Vexout=0; 
   Vexout_pre=0;  
 
//********************************************************   
//  Data recording 
//********************************************************            
   index=0;    
  
   load_cmd_pre=load_cmd; 
   data_recording_cmd=0; 
  } 
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
//  Protection state 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
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  if (prot_cmd==1)                                     //execution during protection state 
   { 
   prot_count=0; 
  
//******************************************************** 
//  disconnect the load 
//******************************************************** 
   if(DAint==0x800) 
    SetIO(contactor_en,0); 
   
//******************************************************** 
//  disconnect the excitation 
//******************************************************** 
   if(DAint>0x800) 
    DAint=DAint-1; 
   else  
    DAint=Zeropoint; 
   while(GetIO(STCTL1) & 0xC0000000); 
   SetIO(TX1,0x1000+DAint);   
 
//********************************************************   
//  Panel indication 
//******************************************************** 
   SetIO(load_led,0); 
   etIO(run_led,0x0); 
   SetIO(protection_led,0); 
  
//********************************************************   
//  update the variables at the protection state 
//********************************************************          
          
//********************************************************   
//  softstart 
//******************************************************** 

Vtrefin_pre=0;        
 Vtrefout=0;       

   Vtrefout_pre=0; 
 
//********************************************************   
//  Vt loop 
//******************************************************** 
   Vexrefin=0; 
   Vexrefin_pre=0; 
   Vexrefin_pre2=0;            
 
   Iexrefout=0; 
   Iexrefout_pre=0; 

Iexrefout_pre2=0;             
 
//********************************************************   
//  Id loop 
//******************************************************** 
   Idin_pre=0; 
   Idin=0; 

Idout_pre=0; 
Idout=0; 
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synchr_theta=0; 
  
 
//********************************************************   
//  Iex loop 
//********************************************************    
   Iexin=0; 
   Iexin_pre=0; 
   Vexout=0; 
   Vexout_pre=0;      
 
//********************************************************   
//  Data recording 
//********************************************************              
   index=0;    
   load_cmd_pre=load_cmd;      
   data_recording_cmd=0;             
   } 
 } 
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
//  Timer interrupt setting 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
void timer_setting() 
{ 
  
//******************************************************** 
//  declaration of timer ISR 
//******************************************************** 

interrupt (SIG_TMZ,timer_handler); 
//******************************************************** 
//  set timer period 
//******************************************************** 
 timer_set(2500,0);                //sample frequency:80,000,000/2500=32000; 
} 
 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
//  main program 
//******************************************************** 
//******************************************************** 
void main()  
{ 
 
//******************************************************** 
//  Declaration of timer setting 
//********************************************************  
 void timer_setting(); 
 
//******************************************************** 
//  initialize the system register 
//******************************************************** 
 SetIO(SYSCON,0x1B000); 
 SetIO(WAIT,0x01681B86); 
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//******************************************************** 
//  Reset FPGA 
//******************************************************** 
 sysreg_bit_set(sysreg_MODE2, FLG2O); 
 
 sysreg_bit_set(sysreg_FLAGS,FLG2);   //reset_all='1' 
 sysreg_bit_clr(sysreg_FLAGS,FLG2);   //reset_all='0' 
 for (i=0;i<10;i++);                //time delay 
 sysreg_bit_set(sysreg_FLAGS,FLG2);  //reset_all='1' 
  
 
//******************************************************** 
//  configure D/A converter 
//******************************************************** 
 SetIO(out_en,0); 
 SetIO(reset_da,0x1000); 
 SetIO(reset_da,0); 
 for (i=0;i<100;i++); 
 SetIO(reset_da,0x1000);  
 
//******************************************************** 
//  configure AD converter 
//********************************************************   
 SetIO(stby_ad,0x1000); 
 SetIO(wr_ad,0x1000); 
 
//******************************************************** 
//  start the first A/D conversion 
//********************************************************  
 SetIO(convst_ad,0x1000); 
 SetIO(convst_ad,0x0); 
 for (i=0;i<30;i++); 
 SetIO(convst_ad,0x1000); 
 
//******************************************************** 
// configuration for the timer interrupt and serial port 
//******************************************************** 
 output_setting();  
 timer_setting(); 
 timer_on();  
   
//******************************************************** 
// Infinite loop 
//********************************************************  
 while(1) 
   { 
//******************************************************** 
// Input run panel command 
//******************************************************** 
  if ((0x1 & GetIO(run_button))==0) 
  { 
   stop_cmd=1; 
   run_cmd=0;        
   
  } 
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  for (i=0;i<50;i++); 
 
//******************************************************** 
// Input run panel command 
//******************************************************** 
  if ((0x1 & GetIO(run_button))==1) 
  { 
   run_cmd=1;    
   stop_cmd=0; 
  } 
    
//******************************************************** 
// Input run panel command 
//******************************************************** 
  if ((0x1 & GetIO(load_contactor))==1) 
   load_cmd=1; 
  else 
   load_cmd=0; 
  for (i=0;i<50;i++); 

} 
} 
//******************************************************** 
// End of main program 
//******************************************************** 
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D. Schematic of hardware boards 

  

Figure 0-1 Mother board (part 1) 
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Figure 0-2 Mother board (part 2) 
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Figure 0-3 Mother board (part 3) 
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Figure 0-4 Mother board (part 4) 
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Figure 0-5 Signal conditioning board (part 1) 
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Figure 0-6 Signal conditioning board (part 2) 
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Figure 0-7 Signal conditioning board (part 3) 
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Figure 0-8 Panel board 
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Figure 0-9 Contactor array control circuit 
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E. Complete experimental results done in CPES with scaled down power rating 

 

Figure 0-10 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(resistive load, 12,000rpm, 0~10kW~0) 
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Figure 0-11 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(resistive load, 16,000rpm, 0~10kW~0) 
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Figure 0-12 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(rectifier load, 12,000rpm, 0~10kW~0) 
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Figure 0-13 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(rectifier load, 16,000rpm, 0~10kW~0) 
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Figure 0-14 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(inductive load, 12,000rpm, pf=0.8, 0~8kVA~0) 
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Figure 0-15 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(inductive load, 16,000rpm, pf=0.8, 0~6kVA~0) 
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Figure 0-16 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(capacitive load, 12,000rpm, pf=0.945, 0~15.6kVA~0) 
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Figure 0-17 Load connection (0~21kVA) and disconnection (13kVA~0) 
processes (capacitive load, pf=0.945, 16,000rpm) 
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F. Complete experimental results done in sponsor’s facility with full power 
rating 
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Figure 0-18 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(resistive load, 12,000rpm, 2kW~30kW~2kW) 
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Figure 0-19 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(resistive load, 15,000rpm, 2kW~34kW~2kW) 
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Figure 0-20 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(inductive load, 12,000rpm, pf=0.75, 2kVA~30kVA~2kVA) 
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Figure 0-21 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(inductive load, 15,000rpm, pf=0.75, 2kVA~34kVA~2kVA) 
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Figure 0-22 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(capacitive load, 12,000rpm, pf=0.95, 2kVA~40kVA~2kVA) 
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Figure 0-23 Load connection and disconnection processes 
(capacitive load, 15,000rpm, pf=0.95, 0kVA~41kVA~0kVA) 
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